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Opening the Ground: 
Heaney's Autobiography and his Interior Journey 
Abstract 
As one of the most profound contemporary poets writing in English, Seamus 
Heaney spoke of his life and works as a "journey where each point of arrival turned 
out to be a stepping stone rather than a destination". Therefore, it is understandable 
that in different periods of his poetic journey, Heaney gives us different presentations 
of the self. My attempt in this research is to study Heaney's poems as 
autobiographies and to mark significant poems that serve as "stepping stones" in his 
career. My hypothesis is that the central motif of his autobiographical poems derives 
from the metaphor of "opening the ground" as is revealed in the title of his collection 
Opened Ground: Selected Poems, 1966-1996. 
The thesis considers the ways he manages to open different grounds and how 
such actions make his interior journey multilayered and meaningful. The very action 
of "opening" is a revelation of self and it resembles the physicality of digging, 
ploughing, and turf-cutting, which are traditional farm-crafts that Heaney's poetry 
has always been akin to. The "ground", however, bears multiple layers of meanings: 
it is the field of poetry that Heaney, the "poetic farmer" carefully cultivates, the 
kinship where his life is rooted, the Irish identity he clings to, the past he keeps 
returning to, and the language with which he identifies. Thus, to open the ground is a 
complicated process revealing Heaney's identification and self-consciousness. 
This thesis justifies my reading of Heaney's poems as autobiographies, and 
outlines the different modes of "opening the ground". It further discusses the poet's 
opening of self through childhood and rural experiences, the opening of a more 
culturally oriented ground through archaeological digging, and finally his 
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Chapter One 
Introduction: an Opening 
As one of the most popular contemporary poets writing in English, Seamus 
Heaney is well known for poetry that expresses deep family affiliation, beautiful 
landscapes and compassionate social and historical concern. He has won a wide 
public and critical acclaim not just because of his exquisite use of the English 
language and sophisticated lyric skills, but also because of his honest and 
uncompromising inward search. When accepting the Nobel Prize for Literature in 
1995, Heaney spoke of his life and works as a "journey where each point of arrival 
turned out to be a stepping stone rather than a destination" (OG, 416). At different 
stages of his poetic career, he reflects upon different aspects of the self and thus 
poetry becomes an important aid to his self-exploration. 
In this thesis, I read Heaney's poems as autobiographies that give insights into 
his childhood, his culture and his artistic life. As is revealed in the title of this thesis, 
"Opening the Ground: Seamus Heaney's Autobiography and his Inner Journey", I am 
going to use the metaphor of "opening the ground" to illustrate the ways Heaney 
opens up the multiple layers of self and how he takes an inner journey through the art 
of poetry. 
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Reading Poetry as Autobiography: 
In order to understand Heaney's poetry at all, but especially as autobiographical, 
it is necessary to know something about his life and the history through which he has 
lived. Accordingly, I will mention his life and Irish history when it helps to 
understand poems. However, this thesis is not concerned with matching his poetry to 
real life events, and I view Heaney's poetic journey as an artistic one rather than a 
personal one. Throughout Heaney's life as a poet, he has returned to the questions of 
"who am I" and "who am I as a poet". Much of Heaney's work is about a poet trying 
to find his own place. Sometimes this is not to do with not being sure of who he is, 
but instead is to do with not being sure about the direction of the art he wants to 
create. The distinction between art and life is an important one that can easily be 
ignored when reading poetry as autobiography. But in this thesis I am interested in 
understanding Heaney's art-life. 
To read Heaney in this way requires an understanding of autobiography in general. 
When it comes to autobiography, I used to perceive it as nothing more than the story of 
someone's life written by that someone. The most typical models would be St. 
Augustine's and Rousseau's Confessions. French theorist Philippe Lejeune defines the 
genre more specifically: "We call autobiography the retrospective narrative in prose that 
someone makes of his own existence when he puts the principal accent upon his life, 
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especially upon the story of his own personality" (Smith and Watson, 1). He emphasizes 
that autobiography is "the narrative in prose", which excludes other possibilities of self 
writing. David Parker states that increasingly over the past few years, we have witnessed 
the emergence of intergenerational autobiography such as Angela's Ashes, Romulus, 
My Father, and Landscape for a Good Woman {The Critical Review, 46). Many of 
these autobiographies feature elements of fiction, with a driven plot and narrative 
structure. Therefore, autobiographies share the constructed quality of fictions, and 
are not simply accounts of truth. Indeed, life-writing is no longer limited to the form 
of prose because the content becomes more defining an element than the form in the 
genre of autobiography. Most autobiographies are written out of an autobiographer's 
desire to share his or her life experiences in order to change people's views, to prove a 
point, or to bring an important issue into the public eye. Therefore poetry, if it conveys a 
life story and expresses the poet's personality, can also be regarded as autobiography. 
In fact, to read poetry as a form of autobiography is anything but new. Critics 
have for a long time recognized poetry's autobiographical qualities, and have read it 
accordingly. In Metaphors of Self, the critic James Olney makes an important point 
about poetry's ability to embody truth in life: 
Poetry, like psychology and philosophy, is about life, not about part of 
it but potentially about all of it. The truth that poetry embodies, large 
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or small it may be, is a whole truth, and ideally it engages thought 
equally with feeling, intuition equally with observation; it engages, 
that is to say, the whole man and his entire consciousness, all his 
experience, and his vision, recollected in tranquility, of that 
experience (260-261). 
This wholeness is definitely an ideal case and not every poet can achieve it, but as 
Olney's rhetorical echo suggests, great poets such as Wordsworth and Eliot have 
produced it in their masterpieces. Wordsworth's The Prelude (also known as Growth 
of a Poet's Mind) records the death of his father, events like him stealing a boat, and 
most importantly the development of his philosophy of writing. It is unfinished, but 
renowned as Wordsworth's great autobiographical poem. Another example, Eliot's 
Four Quartets, is explored by Olney as a poetic autobiography. Olney argues that 
"what characterizes the lyric as autobiography includes extended engagement with 
the uses of memory, 'the web of reverie,' and internal states of consciousness." He 
concludes that autobiography in poetry has centered on a sustained exploration of 
"the consciousness of the consciousness" and "the growth of a poet's mind" (Smith 
and Watson, 200). In exactly the way Olney explores, many of Heaney's poems 
demonstrate deep self-consciousness. Moreover, in poems such as "Station Island" 
and "The Frontier of Writing" he gives a full picture of personal and poetic growth. 
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Accordingly, my approach to Heaney's poetry has precedents in critical perspectives 
on earlier great poets. 
Indeed, many critics conceive Heaney's poetry as highly autobiographical. It is 
well understood that most of his early poems in Death of a Naturalist and Door into 
the Dark are recollections round and about memories of his childhood and first 
community. Less understood are autobiographical elements in the bog poems in 
North as well as later poems in Station Island, The Haw Lantern and Seeing Things. 
Helen Vendler insightfully points out that at these moments, the poet sacrifices 
himself — as autobiographical persona, as narrator of his own era, as a person 
representing his class or ethnic group 一 in order to see things in the most basic 
terms of all, life symbolized and verbalized in the full knowledge of annihilation 
(152). In addition to his poems, Heaney writes prose works that are actually detailed 
accounts of his life: "Mossbawn", "Feeling into Words" and his famous Nobel speech, 
"Crediting Poetry" show changing understanding of poetry and himself. "Crediting 
Poetry", in particular, helpfully summarizes his personal and cultural life as well as 
his poetic journey — a journey of initiation and confirmation. 
But can we take the autobiography in Heaney's poetry at face value? What is its 
truth value? The truthfulness of autobiography is an issue that has been much 
discussed due to the nature of memory. Our memory is usually fragmented and 
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momentary. Writing autobiography, therefore, requires forging pieces of memories 
into an artificial narrative order. Critics argue that no autobiography could give a full 
picture of the true self. Interestingly, the virtue of making autobiography out of 
poetry lies in its license to fragmentation. Without faking connections between pieces 
of memory, lyric poems allow more room for scattered memory than other narrative 
structures such as a long autobiographical novel. In this way, poems serve well as 
autobiographies since our experiences, like the fragments of memories, change over 
time. As an example from Heaney's work, in "Mid-Term Break" the death of the 
brother is captured through moments of memories without deliberate bridging or 
elaborate explanation. Connection, if it is to be made, must be made by the poem's 
reader. In this way, Heaney's poetry, along with other autobiographical poetry, can be 
argued to be more true to the fragmented nature of life than prose narratives 
sometimes are. 
Why does this autobiographical truth value in poetry matter? Heaney's poetry 
demonstrates a rigorous examination of his life, and as Plato had Socrates affirm, "an 
unexamined life is not worth living". Wordsworth suggested that the life of a man 
comprises three stages: childhood, or sensation; youth, or emotion; and manhood, or 
thought and reflection (Wordsworth, xiv). Similarly, Heaney's poetic autobiography 
helps him examine his life at different stages and times. The three major moments 
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that I have chosen to consider in this thesis are as follows: the first moment is the 
childhood life in Death of a Naturalist and Door into the Dark, where Heaney starts 
the journey of discovering himself through the adult self looking into the child self; 
the second moment is the dark moment of violence in North through which the poet 
reflects upon and restores the culture to which he belongs; the third moment is a 
transcending one in "Station Island", when the poet achieves recognition of the 
artistic self through a spiritual journey of self-quarrel. 
The Metaphor: Opening the Ground: 
The central metaphor I am to use to analyze Heaney's poems is that of "Opening 
the Ground", an adaptation of Heaney's book title: Opened Ground: Selected Poems, 
1966-1996. As a matter of fact, there are many images and metaphors Heaney 
himself uses to illustrate his life: the ripples and their circumference in "Crediting 
Poetry" and "Squarings", the circle in "Diviner" and "Poem", etc. However, I would 
argue that the metaphor of "opened ground" has perhaps the greatest weight in 
Heaney's poetic world. 
In fact, "ground" is almost an obsessive image throughout his poetry. First of all, 
his manifesto "Digging" is itself an action of opening the ground: "When the spade 
sinks into gravelly ground:/ My father, digging. I look down" (DN, 1). In "Act of 
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Union", he writes of "the big pain/That leaves you raw, like opened ground, again" 
{North, 44). In the beginning of "Glanmore Sonnets" we read of "Vowels ploughed 
into other: opened ground' (OG，156; my italics). In "Markings" we can see "A field 
of grazing, to be ploughed open" (OG, 312). Numerous further occasions can be 
found when Heaney uses the metaphor of the ground being ploughed open, each time 
with a new direction. The very "there-you-are-and-where-are-you" ("Electric Light") 
keeps Heaney motivated to open the multiple layers of the ground and reveal his 
"primitive nobility". 
This frequency alerts us to the fact that "opening the ground" is a perfect 
metaphor for Heaney's self-exploring journey. I am interested in how he manages to 
open different grounds and how such actions make his inner journey multilayered 
and meaningful. The very action of "opening" is a revelation of self and it resembles 
the physicality of digging, ploughing, and turf-cutting, which are traditional farm 
crafts to which Heaney's poetry has always been akin. The ground, however, bears 
multiple layers of meaning: it is the field of poetry that Heaney the "poetic farmer" 
carefully cultivates, the kinship in which his life is rooted, the Irish identity he clings 
to, the past he keeps returning to, and the language with which he identifies. Thus, to 
open the ground is a complicated process revealing Heaney's identity and 
self-consciousness. 
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The metaphor of opening the ground is also well worth exploring because of its 
association with the labor and art of writing. In the Chinese literary tradition, there is 
a well-known phrase: to "plough with a pen", which means to write as cultivation 
that will end up bearing fruits. The labor of writing on the paper equals that of 
working in the field. It is a kind of cultivation not only for the benefit of the readers, 
but for the benefit of the writer himself. Opening the ground, therefore, has a 
universal connotation which triggers my interest to explore the use of such a 
metaphor in the study of Heaney. 
Indeed, in Heaney's case, he succeeds in cultivating his ground of poetry by 
laborious and even relentless ploughing as he claims he would do in "Digging". In 
his own commentary on his work, Heaney views poetry as "revelation of the self to 
the se l f , as "restoration of the culture to itself, as "a dig, a dig for finds that end up 
being plants" {Preoccupations 41). He also argues that the articulation that he is 
growing towards is not achieved through argument or explication, but through its 
own potential for "harmonious self-reproduction" (48). I adapt these quotes as the 
titles of my following chapters because I think they fit into the poet's inner poetic 
journey perfectly: Heaney's poetic journey of seeing himself, begins with his first 
poem "Digging" as the departure from tradition, a return to childhood 
("Blackberry-picking", "Personal Helicon"), to the original land ("Bogland") and to 
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the other land of Denmark (the bog poems). Though unable to find a definite identity 
("Station Island"), he insists on the continuity of his journey ("Keeping Going", 
"Electric Light"). The progress indicated by these chapter titles gives me the outline 
followed by the thesis. In the next chapter, I will begin with "Digging" which opens 
Heaney's poetry in relation to childhood and rural experience. Chapter Three will 
focus on the "Antaeus" poems and the bog poems which open a more culturally 
oriented ground of self through Heaney's archaeological digging. Chapter Four will 
feature his philosophical quest into the artistic self in "Station Island". Finally, 
Chapter Five will illustrate the continuity of the poet's self-conscious journey as a 
conclusion to this thesis. 
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Chapter Two 
Departure and Discovery: 
"Revelation of the Self to the Self" 
On December 1995，Seamus Heaney delivered his famous Nobel lecture 
"Crediting Poetry" in Stockholm, in which he shared with the audience a recollection 
of his life journey in relation to his family, his nation, his favorite poets, and most 
significantly, the essence of poetry and its truth to life. It is a semi-autobiographical 
piece that gives a detailed and delicate account of the growth and transformation of 
the poet himself: from a countryside child living a "den-life" to a mature man who is 
fully aware of the vulnerable part of consciousness and the tightness of exploring it, 
from a creature responding to the outside world "in utter silence" to a confident poet 
"reposing in the stability conferred by a musically satisfying order of sounds" (OG 
415,429). 
Heaney also gives credit to poetry for starting his life-long journey in the 
outside world and its extended language: "[As a child], I had begun a journey into the 
wideness of the world. This in turn became a journey into the wideness of language, 
a journey where each point of arrival一whether in one's poetry or one's life—turned 
out to be a stepping stone rather than a destination" (OG, 416). His journey into the 
wideness of language and poetry is a journey outward and in the meantime, a journey 
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inward. And it goes without saying that the honoured place of the Nobel Prize in 
literature was by no means the poet's final destination, but a shining stepping stone 
that marked one of the arrivals in the map of his life. 
In the lecture, the drinking water that stood in a bucket in the scullery and shook 
with the impact of the passing trains becomes a central metaphor of the speech, 
reflecting Heaney's poetic life. He makes a statement regarding the metaphor: 
"Poetry can make an order as true to the impact of external reality and as sensitive to 
the inner laws of the poet's being as the ripples that rippled in and rippled out across 
the water in that scullery bucket fifty years ago" (OG, 417). In fact, Heaney's poetry 
proves him to be the "impressionable drinking water" the surface of which "ripples in 
and ripples out" delicately and concentrically in accordance with the outside world. 
Moreover, his journey that starts with the childhood memories does not linger and 
stay at that same stage only, but moves constantly into the present and even into the 
future. He makes this possible because for every ripple stirred or created, there is a 
center — poetry's truth to life, to consciousness and to the self. Heaney beautifully 
puts it, as a poet he strains towards a strain, "as if the ripple at its widest desired to be 
verified by a reformation of itself, to be drawn in and drawn out through its point of 
origin" (OG, 430). If we take each of Heaney's poems as one of the ripples, he always 
extends its circumference without losing its center. Similarly, as he opens up the 
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ground of his life through poetry, the scope and angle may vary from one poem to 
another, but the center always remains unchanged. 
Throughout "Crediting Poetry", Heaney relates his very personal life to the art 
of poetry and argues that the journey of life has been interacting intensively and 
extensively with the journey of art. As he credits poetry for its "space-walk" ability 
and its truth to life, evidently he regards poetry as a form of life-writing. By using the 
poetic form, Heaney the autobiographer manages to explore his life as an on-going 
journey. In the essay "Feeling into Words", the poet defines poetry as "divination", as 
"revelation of the self to the se l f , as "a dig", "a dig for finds that end up being 
plants" {Preoccupations, 41). Therefore, his poetry is a very important source of the 
knowledge of the self. And his digging is inevitably a process of planting and 
harvesting in the sense of revelation of the self. 
A Mode of Opening—"Digging" as an initiation: 
In this chapter, I am going to explore the poetic journey of Heaney's early 
poems in the first two collections: Death of a Naturalist and Door into the Dark. 
They open the poet's ground as an original, agricultural uncovering. In a manner of 
speaking, they also work as an initiation for the child poet. In the most literal sense, 
the opened ground is the outcome of his forebears' non-stop digging up. On the other 
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hand, it is also the ground where the poet starts to discover the self, marking the 
starting point of his poetic journey and his self-exploration. These early poems set a 
perfect example of "the stepping stones" that the poet keeps remembering and 
revisiting. I will also be discussing how these poems unravel the connection between 
opening the literal ground as well as the ground of the original self. 
Speaking of origin, the very first stepping stone "Digging", in Death of a 
Naturalist, prefaced loud and clear Heaney's poetic career with a most original voice: 
Between my finger and my thumb 
The squat pen rests; snug as a gun. 
Under my window, a clean rasping sound 
When the spade sinks into gravelly ground: 
My father, digging. I look down 
Till his straining rump among the flowerbeds 
Bends low, comes up twenty years away 
Stopping in rhythm through potato drills 
Where he was digging. 
The coarse boot nestled on the lug, the shaft 
Against the inside knee was levered firmly. 
He rooted out tall tops, buried the bright edge deep 
To scatter new potatoes that we picked, 
Loving their cool hardness in our hands. 
By God, the old man could handle a spade. 
Just like his old man. 
My grandfather cut more turf in a day 
Than any other man on Toner's bog. 
Once I carried him milk in a bottle 
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Corked sloppily with paper. He straightened up 
To drink it, then fell to right away 
Nicking and slicing neatly, heaving sods 
Over his shoulder, going down and down 
For the good turf. Digging. 
The cold smell of potato mould, the squelch and slap 
Of soggy peat, the curt cuts of an edge 
Through living roots awaken in my head. 
But I've no spade to follow men like them. 
Between my finger and my thumb 
The squat pen rests, 
I'll dig with it (DN, 1). 
Very straightforwardly, the poet uses the agricultural "digging" to illustrate a 
primitive stage of opening the ground. The ground is simply the farmland that his 
father and grandfather work on. As they dig, they go "down and down/ For the good 
tur f , a pleasant discovery of potatoes as food. By contrast, what Heaney digs for is 
food for thought that is "awaken[ed] in his head" and that ends up being plants of 
another kind. In retrospect, Heaney doesn't find this poem particularly interesting as 
the metaphor of digging is extremely commonsensical. What is interesting to him, 
however, is the poem's ability to find a voice for him. It is such an important voice 
that it triggers Heaney's desire to come back again and again to the excitement and 
existence of poetic creation. That is why when Heaney's daughter asked him, "how 
could you be so confident when you wrote that poem?", the poet's answer was "I was 
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not confident, but my poem was." ^ 
Although the most immediate sense of such confidence derives from the 
gradual building up of the commitment to digging ("1,11 dig with it"), the 
overwhelming sense of physicality and instant action has also made a contribution to 
the culmination of the confidence. Most verbs including the key word "dig" only 
have a single syllable which helps deliver the simple lines with crisp, repetitive, and 
resounding rhythms similar to that of the digging action: "rest"，"sink", "come", 
"root", "pick", "cut" and "fall". The vivid descriptions of the labouring forefathers 
are always concluded by the recurrent "digging": "My father, digging. I look down." 
"Stooping in rhythm through potato drills/Where he was digging^ "going down and 
down/For the good turf. Digging.” Noticeably, all of the three "diggings" are in the 
present continuous tense, which symbolizes a progressive, continuous digging 
journey. When in the very last line Heaney writes "I will dig with it", the hard and 
terse verb here is self-evidently very different from the previous "diggings": it is 
more like a declaration, an affirmative determination saying "I choose to be a poet 
and I can still dig like my forefathers." ("By God, the old man could handle a spade. 
/Just like his old man.") However little space the first and the last stanzas take up in 
this poem, they are the ones with the most weight—the digging journey begins and 
'From a lecture, Ten Work, Field Work, Dream Work: A Reading with commentary by Seamus 
Heaney. He read poems from different periods of his work over the last forty years for the Man Hong 
Kong International Literary Festival 2006, at the University of Hong Kong, on March 6, 2006. 
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ends in the same place, only the meaning has changed: the speaker has finally made 
up his mind and a transformation is completed. Instead of passively accepting the 
fact of a snug pen in the hand, taking over the poet's life, the poet actively makes the 
pen a tool, empowering his ability to dig on the ground of poetry. 
"Digging" as the very first poem also adds more weight to its "opening" quality, 
for it tells a precious story of initiation on the poet's part. Heaney wrote in "Feeling 
into Words丨I: 
I now believe that the "Digging" poem had for me the force of an 
initiation: the confidence I mentioned arose from a sense that perhaps 
I could do this poetry thing too, and having experienced the 
excitement and release of it once, I was doomed to look for it again 
and again {Preoccupations, 42). 
Hence, this is the poem that truly opens the ground of writing poetry to 
Heaney. 
The reading of "Digging" as a positive manifesto is common as it holds water, 
but the confidence we read in it might be more complicated than it seems. A 
secondary reading is perhaps necessary in the discussion of his journey of 
self-discovery because a certain ambiguous attitude towards the forefathers and their 
work lies in between the lines. 
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Firstly, this poem is virtually an inner debate on how to open the ground: to dig 
with a spade or to dig with a pen? To follow the footsteps of the forefathers or to take 
a road not taken? The basic spade-pen metaphor has multiple layers. Although he has 
always been a follower and admirer of his father, clearly the poet has made his own 
choice. However charming and impressive his forefathers have been, Heaney asserts 
that he has "no spade to follow men like them". Neil Corcoran believes that though 
the poem is "over-assertive in the enforcing of its moral", it also betrays a deep 
insecurity of the poet's: 
It is also an extremely important poem in the Heaney oeuvre, in that it 
opens up, as soon as the work itself opens up, an issue which remains 
at the root of a large number of subsequent poems—the proper 
relationship between this poet and his own first community. As 
"Digging" indicates, this is primarily, in Death of a Naturalist, the 
relationship with his immediate family (Corcoran, 52). 
In fact, Heaney betrays his conflicting feelings towards his family in this very early 
poem. Knowing the importance of keeping the agricultural heritage and the urgency 
of preserving the family traditions, he still chose to take a totally different craft and 
profession. It is only by asserting the similar "digging" quality of both life choices 
that the poet is able to justify his own. 
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The ambiguity is also indicated in the word "sink": "when the spade sinks into 
gravelly ground:/My father, digging. I look down." The verb demonstrates the 
smooth movement of the father's digging, effortless and accurate. It also suggests, on 
the other hand, the depth of the digging and the texture of the ground with the 
implication of the dangerous entrapment. Later on in Heaney's poetic works, the bog 
people who were brutally killed and drowned paradoxically enjoyed the magic 
preservation of the bog for centuries. That is to say, the victims are also part of the 
"good turf and "finds" that "end up being plants" as a result of digging. 
Secondly, Heaney also provides a dark side of the digging tools as opposed to 
the obviously positive side. The spade and the pen are portrayed not just as help to 
dig with, but also as weapons to cut. "The squat pen rests; snug as a gun'\ "the curt 
cuts of an edge/Through living roots awaken in my head." The function of the spade 
and the pen is therefore put in question. Both tools are definitely means to harvest 
with, helping both the son and the father with their professional findings. Never the 
less, the process of such findings involves cutting the root of the finds from their 
original place, in the same way as the drastically different nature of a spade and a pen 
cuts the poet from the "root" of his identity. Originally, the complication of this was 
not expected by the poet himself. When the poem was first written, Heaney found the 
spade/pen analogy as simple as a matter of commonsensical proverb. He said it was 
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not until later that he was aware of the proverbial structure at the back of his mind, 
nor was he aware of digging as "an emblem of initiation", as "one of the various 
natural analogies for uncovering and touching the hidden thing" {Preoccupations, 
42). 
It becomes clear that what is hidden in this poem is the poet's detachment from 
his forebears, which is shown through the structure of the poem and its sense of 
space and place. The poem is structured as a conversation between now and twenty 
years ago. The present "I" is looking into the yard twenty years ago, trying to make 
connection with the father who was digging. The gap between the age and the years 
is itself a signal of detachment, let alone the distance between the childhood eye and 
the adult eye. Both structurally and metaphorically speaking, the poem takes the 
readers on a round-trip which resembles that of a movie camera: first, it focuses on 
the hand that holds the pen as a close-up, and then it takes a long shot into the field, a 
flashback to the past and finally fades out and returns to a close-up. With such a 
technique, the poet himself is also portrayed as an observer and outsider up in the 
house, looking down into the field, upon his father. This effectively gives a parallel 
line between the poet's work and the farm work without forgetting the different 
nature of the two. In fact, in this observing process what we see is the poet's effort to 
identify himself with his ancestors while he could not stop differentiating himself 
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from them in the meantime. This is shown not only through the "up" and "down" 
contrast of space, but also the different physicality of the diggings: for his father (and 
grandfather), digging is infused with action and endless vigorous physical moves; for 
Heaney as a son, digging with his pen appears to be "snug" and "restful", a still, 
peaceful formation of harvest. It is in these two different states that the poet tries to 
be "one" with his forefathers. The choice of place bears much resemblance to the 
choice of tool. In this poem, Heaney tries very hard to position himself as "snug" as 
possible to continue his journey. Yet the direction of "Going down and down for the 
good turf indicates the shared route both the poet and his father take. A clear sense 
of direction is demonstrated here: "down and deep" into the ground as well as the self 
for the possible discovery (fruits). 
Helen Vendler discusses in her book, Seamus Heaney, the importance of 
"anonymities" in Heaney's first three collections. She thinks that by choosing 
anonymous rural labourers as his subject, the young poet "erects a memorial to the 
generations of forgotten men and women whose names are lost, whose graves bear 
no tombstones, and whose lives are registered in no chronicle" (Vendler, 20). It is 
very true that many poems in Death of a Naturalist give voice or simply sound to the 
nameless including Heaney's father: the poem "Follower", for instance, touches upon 
his dilemma of the will to follow the anonymous labourers and the road the poet 
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actually wants to take. 
I wanted to grow up and plough, 
To close one eye, stiffen my arm. 
All I ever did was follow 
In his broad shadow round the farm. 
I was a nuisance, tripping, falling, 
Yapping always. But today 
It is my father who keeps stumbling 
Behind me, and will not go away (DN, 12). 
As a result, the "tripping, falling, yapping nuisance" childhood self is forever marked 
as a follower. Like the stumbling father, the incapable and helpless self "will not go 
away" from the poet. The poet's deeply contradictory feelings towards his father are 
opened once again. The expert in his child eye also becomes a tail that haunts him, 
burdens him, like the tradition, the homeland and the immediate family that he could 
hardly get rid of. "I wanted to grow up and plough," says the adult poet remembering 
his child-self, a remembering which as Vendler says represents a life which "the poet 
does not want to follow, could not follow, but none the less recognizes as forever a 
part of his inner landscape" (Vendler, 21). His inner landscape and the insecurity also 
mount to a touch of sadness and the elegiac quality of his early poems. 
Similarly, due to the complexity of such ambiguity, towards the end of the 
"digging" poem, whether or not the poet is able to find himself in relation to his 
forefathers becomes uncertain and almost blurred. It also becomes impossible to 
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judge if he set off doing the same thing his father does in a different way, or doing a 
different thing in the same way. Clearly, the fact that the poet compares his pen with 
a spade shows the respect and homage he pays to his forefathers, but paradoxically, 
he is also the one who sits upstairs, "looking down", expressing detachment. 
It becomes evident that the poem "Digging" is not simply a bold manifesto. It 
serves as a prelude to Heaney's poetry writing, a crucial beginning of opening the 
self, as well as a haunting image through his life as a poet. Later, in poems such as 
"Follower", "Antaeus"，"Bogland"，"Clearances" and "the Swing", the theme of 
"Digging" reappears in different forms. The poem sets up a pattern of opening the 
source of self and therefore it opens up a new direction for the poet to explore and 
even eventually to exhaust. 
Basically in this opening poem, Heaney presents a public, determined self and a 
hidden, ambiguous self altogether. Both constitute the core elements of the true self. 
It is safe to say that "Digging" is also a manifesto of the poet's will to shed light on 
the darkness and to unveil what is under the ground, and hence that is where all the 
self-discoveries begin to unfold. 
Memory and preservation as autobiographical subjects: 
Like most life narrators, Heaney's personal memories are his primary source. 
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"Blackberry-Picking" is another perfect example of the poet's ability to bring back 
childhood memories with highly sophisticated self-questioning in his adult mind. 
You ate that first one and its flesh was sweet 
Like thickened wine: summer's blood was in it 
Leaving stains upon the tongue and lust for 
Picking. Then red ones inked up and that hunger 
Sent us out with milk cans, pea tins, jam pots 
We hoarded the fresh berries in the byre 
But when the bath was filled we found a fur, 
A rat-grey fungus, glutting on our cache. 
The juice was stinking too. Once off the bush 
The fruit fermented, the sweet flesh would turn sour. 
I always felt like crying. It wasn't fair 
That all the lovely canfuls smelt of rot. 
Each year I hoped they'd keep, knew they would not (DN, 8). 
If "Digging" is an affirmation to open the ground and to open the possibilities of 
discovering the self, "Blackberry-Picking" symbolizes another form of discovery and 
revelation: it is about the attempt to preserve a moment of fresh discovery and the 
frustration caused. The blackberry picking journey taken by the children is also a 
question raised, a question of how memory should be dealt with. 
In many of Heaney's early poems — collected in Death of a Naturalist and 
Door into the Dark — a disturbing awareness of mortality and danger already 
intrudes upon the peaceful pastoral life. The first stanza of "Blackberry-Picking" 
takes the readers on a journey, the delight of which hides the coming disillusionment. 
However, hints of negativity lie in the heart of the first stanza as an important 
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message in the storyline: "its flesh was sweetllAkQ thickened wine: summer's blood 
was in it/Leaving stains upon the tongue and lust for/Picking" (my italics). The 
words "flesh", "sweet", "blood", "stains" overshadow the beauty and innocence of 
the picking, forecasting an inner storm caused by the "lust". As the story unfolds, 
what "stains" the child's mind is by no means the juice of the fruits, but the inevitable 
loss caused by fermentation, his inability to keep the fruit fresh. 
The second stanza engenders the problem the child faced and it strikes him as a 
horror resembling that of the encounter with the monstrous frogs in "Death of a 
Naturalist". Heaney's poignant experience as a child is for the first time revealed. "I 
always felt like crying. It wasn't fair that all the lovely canfuls smelt of rot" (my 
italics). The similar theme of a child's disillusionment is described in the "Death of a 
Naturalist" as Heaney writes, "I sickened, turned, and ran" (DN, 4). In both cases, the 
child romanticized the objects at first, but the endings are slightly different. The 
candid ending of "Death of a Naturalist" achieves a highly comic effect, because 
Heaney's self-mockery is thorough and straightforward. By contrast, at the end of 
"Blackberry-Picking" the child did not run away — the knowledge of the similarly 
monstrous consequence didn't hinder his persistent attempt to keep coming back for 
the berries. What is exceptional about this poem is the fact that Heaney does not hide 
his fragility and vulnerability as an adult looking back at the immature child self. 
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Instead, he conveys strongly and persistently the message of "keeping" or, at least, 
his uncompromising wish to keep. 
Unlike "Digging" which unravels the ambiguous relationship between the 
forefathers and the son, "Blackberry-Picking" brings to light the failure of the self 
and the anxiety of being unfaithful to the truth of his earlier life. Interestingly, what 
wounded the child — the issue of preserving — is unconsciously mended by the 
adult poet. The precise use of words in the second stanza of the poem illustrates the 
poet's distinctive ability to utilize the Anglo-Saxon vocabulary to the fullest extent: 
"fresh", "filled"，"found", "fur", "fungus", "flesh", "felt" and "fair”： the alliteration of 
such words not only makes the poem delightfully resounding, but in fact also 
empowers the theme of frustration with delicate care and exquisite poetic touch. 
Hence, paradoxically, the anxiety to preserve ends up producing a vividly fruitful 
poem on frustration and failure. Not only are the blackberries kept fresh by the words, 
but the whole experience is eloquently and freshly remembered. 
Apart from the beauty of the language, the harsh reality a child has to face is 
what the poet has to deal with in his poetry writing. The urgency to write is often 
triggered by the urgency to preserve. Helen Vendler reckons that soon in the future 
the tools he writes of "will be found in museums, and the movements they (farmers, 
thatchers, blacksmiths and diviners) made in wielding them will be utterly lost." 
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Therefore, "it is immensely important to Heaney to note down those expert 
movements 一 like an anthropologist inventing a notation for an unrecorded 
dance — lest they vanish unregistered" (Vendler，20). Thus, in her opinion, firm and 
confident as they might look, the early poems and collections are elegiac ones 
because they carry a strong sense of loss. 
The awareness of mortality, hence, makes Heaney's "poetry as divination". For 
fear of the mind turning into "a cache" full of fur and fungus and rotten jam, the poet 
chooses to write to preserve. Therefore, in this case the poet regards himself a 
container like the milk cans, pea tins, jam pots full of fresh blackberries. In fact, the 
"container metaphors" have been discussed in Lakoff and Johnson's famous 
Metaphors We Live By in which they write, "Each of us is a container, with a 
bounding surface and an in-out orientation. We project our own in-out orientation 
onto other physical objects..." (29). Heaney's simple blackberry-picking eventually 
turns out to be a philosophical metaphor of self and writing. 
Moreover, the word "cache" in the second stanza resonates with Wordsworth's 
idea of "hiding places" and the poet's uncompromising efforts to dig open the 
darkness of such places. As we can tell, the poet doesn't aim at a carefree life story 
telling from the very beginning. Instead, he opens up the dark sides of his early life 
and experience and intentionally he opens the "door into the dark" to "set the 
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darkness echoing" in his poetry (DN, 44). Later in his poetic career, he affirms such 
intention through the invention of a warning voice of the Vikings: "Lie down/in the 
word-hoard, burrow the coil and gleam/of your furrowed brain. /Compose in 
darkness. /Expect aurora borealis" ("North"). The revelation of the dark and the 
underground becomes an obsession and a very important source of the self. 
Eventually, poetry also becomes a "cache" that is full of dark memories. 
Furthermore, as we know "to cache" is also to save up for future use, but as the 
poet has clearly stated, the hope of keeping the berries as they were for future use is 
simply wishful thinking. Similarly, to keep fresh the subject of poetry probably 
always ends in vain. "Once off the bush/ The fruit fermented, the sweet flesh would 
turn sour." In "Poem"，the poet discusses the experience of territory building and the 
impossible task of "squaring the circle". Similarly, Heaney has made the decision to 
come back to the task time and again regardless of the predictable failure. This is 
truly an allegory of poetry writing, the purpose of which is to make the impossible 
possible. 
As I have stated before, "Blackberry-Picking" raises the question of 
preservation and the possibility of preserving the truth as it is. In addition, the poem 
works effectively as an allegory of memory. The anxiety and awareness of loss 
highlights how much the poet distrusts the memory that he has to rely on. As 
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Schacter points out, remembering involves a reinterpretation of the past in the 
present, and so "memories are records of how we have experienced events, not 
replicas of the events themselves" (6). The blackberries, like fragments of events, 
cannot be faithfully preserved without forceful formation and organization of 
memories. In comparison, preservation is also the act and the art of autobiography, 
and we may also ask "once off the bush", what is the true self and what is the 
representation of the self? Heaney doesn't give us a definite answer to that in this 
poem. Helen Vendler gives Heaney credit for giving voice to the anonymous, while I 
credit him for his determination to give voice to his anonymous feelings, which is 
crucial for any form of self-discovery, without which it is impossible to develop a 
will to name them, to identify them and to keep exploring them. The child poet 
demonstrates his will to keep trying no matter what: "Each year I hoped they'd keep, 
knew they would not." Hence, the seasonal trip of blackberry picking is very much 
like that of the "digging" exercise, repetitive and circular. Heaney never hesitates to 
affirm the importance of keeping trying, knowing or not knowing the result of it. If 
we think in retrospect, the pen that Heaney picks in "Digging" manages to do 
something that a spade does not: it discovers and it also preserves. 
Corcoran notes that "'Digging' confesses the discontinuity between spade and 
pen before it asserts a willed continuity" (Corcoran, 51). "I have no spade to follow 
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men like them, but I will dig with my pen." As a parallel, "Blackberry-Picking" 
confesses the frustration before it asserts hope. Despite the discontinuity of his rural 
life and his urban life, his childhood memory and adult experience, the family 
tradition and personal artistic choice, Heaney ends up in a "willed continuity" in his 
exploring the possibility of poetry and the self, due to his obsession with the 
true-to-life quality of poetry. 
"Relic of Memory" in Door into the Dark follows up "Blackberry-Picking" and 
provides an alternative answer: the important act of preserving and the richness of 
memory. The poem takes preservation to another level, exploring the positive and 
negative possibilities of memory. The "oatmeal coloured" stone on the shelf at school 
is richer and more alluring because it has more story to tell than the "simple" dead 
lava, the cooling star, coal and diamond or sudden birth of burnt meteor. It is like an 
old man, bearing rich and nutritious experience of life. However, the poet also seems 
to contradict himself by addressing the power of the lough waters at the beginning of 
the poem, since the first part of the poem actually demonstrates the dangerous power 
of the lough waters and probes into the arbitrary nature of memory: 
The lough waters 
Can petrify wood: 
Old oars and posts 
Over the years 
Harden their grain, 
Incarcerate ghosts 
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Of sap and season. 
The shallows lap 
And give and take — 
Constant ablutions, 
Such a drowning love 
Stun a stake 
To stalagmite. 
(DD, 28) 
The poem is very specific about the location and the sense of place. "Lough" 
itself is an Irish word for "lake". Instead of being very general about the lake, the 
poet deliberately uses "lough" to reinforce the idea of home and motherland which 
has the "drowning love" and the drowning power derived. The poet is deeply touched 
by the stone of memory and the relic it stores inside. Like the child that was lured by 
the fresh, delicious blackberries, the poet is lured by the power of memory. The 
richness of the stone here is a product of years' preservation, not a natural fresh fruit. 
The beautiful stone of memory seems to be the perfect example of preservation. 
Yet again, the poet does not indulge himself in the seemingly perfect solution 
because the solution is hardly complete. While depicting the formation of memory, 
he reveals to the audience the danger and cruelty of memory by using very 
interesting verbs such as "petrify", "incarcerate" and "drown". They are the words 
that highlight the texture of water, wood and the stone and the interaction in between. 
To petrify is to change into stone, which also means to replace its original substance. 
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That is to say, the wood is no longer in its original form in exchange for the immortal 
richness of a stone. The verb also means to "paralyse with fear", the feeling of which 
coincides with the innocent blackberry picker. The transformation of the stone 
consists of awe, despair and endless doubts. Most importantly, in Heaney's use of the 
word, he makes an underlying argument of the deprivation of vitality. Although the 
perfectly preserved bog people are described as fresh and plum-like, it doesn't change 
the fact that they are dead and were actually brutally killed. The word "incarcerate" 
as another example means to imprison. Here in this poem, it is definitely the vitality 
of the wood that is imprisoned and strangled to death. As for the verb "drown", it 
wittily connects the nature of water, the way its drowning love can be endearing, but 
also fatally dangerous. 
Such awareness of the fatal force of memory is consistent with Heaney's 
awareness of the "underground" domain of the self. As we have witnessed in these 
early poems, Heaney seems to be obsessed with the dark side of the mind. Why does 
he often have to go back in time and into the darkness of the mind? Why when he 
finally finds a solution for preserving the fruits of digging (memory as a help), does 
he still expose its fatal nature? This brings us back to the central metaphor of 
"opening the ground". Heaney is in a way very consistent as the child in the 
blackberry picking journey, who felt it was unfair that the fresh, sweet berries rotted 
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so quickly. When the young Heaney was crying out "it wasn't fair", the child in him 
had a long time ago planted a seed of fairness and justice in his mind. Therefore, 
Heaney does place stress on opening other possibilities including revealing the 
negative elements of power, memory and the self. He is aware of the fact that there is 
only the finest line between the positive preservation and the negative imprisonment. 
The poet is keen on turning the "realistic impossibilities" to "ideal possibilities" 
without petrifying the real and the fresh. 
In fact, in order to achieve that, Heaney is often ruthless and critical about 
himself. He is wary of narcissist self-delusion but extremely keen on realistic 
self-seeing as he states in "Personal Helicon": "I rhyme/To see myself, to set the 
darkness echoing." This is a breakthrough poem in the first collection for it is an 
exposure and explosion of the poet's self-consciousness. As Corcoran states, this 
calls attention to the possibility of "the narcissist self-entrancement of poetry" 
(Corcoran, 54), which eventually becomes a more openly admitted element in his 
work. 
It is arguable that Heaney centers the first two collections on the rural childhood 
memories, the purpose of which is to find a voice for the original self, to give a 
definition of his art and to position himself in a local place. As he affirms in 
"Crediting Poetry", the trustworthiness and travel-worthiness of folktales always 
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have to do with their local setting (OG, 424). Consequently for his own poetic 
journey, there is no better place to set off but his local farmland, his first literary 
ground. We as readers have witnessed in this early journey the backward looking and 
how it brings up self-consciousness and even quarrels with the self. 
Basically, the first two collections raise numerous questions regarding the self 
and allow the poet to travel back in time, back in space. As Heaney admits in his 
"Lines to myself: 
In poetry I wish you would 
Avoid the lilting platitude. 
You should attempt concrete expression, 
Half-guessing, half-expression 
{Preoccupations, A6). 
In this very "half-guessing", "half-expressing" process, Heaney successfully gives 
the familiar land an unfamiliar look and consequently widens the place as well as the 
self that is located there. The way he gives wideness and significance to the local 
ground can best be found in his prose "Mossbawn", in which he describes the image 
of a hollow tree: 
It was a hollow tree, with gnarled, spreading roots, a soft, perishing 
bark and a pithy inside. Its mouth was like the fat and solid opening 
in a horse's collar, and, once you squeezed in through it, you were at 
that heart of a different life, looking out on the familiar yard as if it 
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were suddenly behind a pane of strangeness {Preoccupations, 18). 
Poetry seems to have given the poet a magic pair of glasses through which he is able 
to view the original ground from a drastically different angle, through which he could 
be an outsider of the family and explore the inner world and what Wordsworth called 
in The Prelude "the hiding places". Also, by looking into the familiar childhood 
memories in the poet's eye, the invisible darkness becomes visible at the end. 
I will conclude with Heaney's last poem in Door into the Dark, "Bogland" 
which takes a further step of digging and opens up a valid reason to continue on the 
journey. 
We have no prairies 
To slice a big sun at evening— 
Our unfenced country 
Is bog that keeps crusting 
The ground itself is kind, black butter 
Melting and opening underfoot, 
Missing its last definition 
By millions of years. 
They'll never dig coal here, 
Only the waterlogged trunks 
Of great firs, soft as pulp. 
Our pioneers keep striking 
Inwards and downwards, 
Every layer they strip 
Seems camped on before. 
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The bogholes might be Atlantic seepage. 
The wet centre is bottomless (DD, 55). 
Here, the ground is given more meaning than the personal, childhood land. The 
beginning with a collective "we" is distinctive enough by itself. The subjects that are 
seldom touched upon in the first two collections such as national identity and 
"Irishness" are eventually exposed. As a result, the opening process is also made 
more complex. Due to the unique texture of the ground, "wet", "kind", "black butter" 
as opposed to the "gravelly" ground in "Digging", the poet's task is no longer limited 
to the simple heritage of "going down and down for the good tur f , but going 
"inward" and "downward" at the same time. Towards the end of Door into the Dark, 
Heaney continues to create new directions of opening the ground fully and 
thoroughly by pointing out the "bottomlessness" of the centre. 
To sum up, as the first step of his autobiographical act, Heaney departs from 
these two pastoral collections and starts an ongoing journey of self-inquiry and 
self-knowing. By using "Digging" as the central poem, I intend to show the poet's 
confrontation with the ambiguous relationship between himself and his family, 
between himself and his native land. Moreover, memory as an important 
autobiographical subject is brought up with controversial views by the early poems 
such as "Blackberry-Picking" and "Relic of Memory". The discussion around and 
about memory's preserving power reveals Heaney's obsession with the dark side and 
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the unknown world of familiar subjects. Towards the end of Door into the Dark, the 
urge for a collective memory is shown in "Bogland" which bridges his early local 
poems with the later bog poems. 
In the next chapter, I intend to discuss North and some of Heaney's earlier bog 
poems, in which the poet moves away from the familiar land to an alien, unfamiliar 




"Restoration of the Culture to Itself" 
The success of the first three collections had brought Heaney extraordinary 
literary acclaim and recognition: he was given a Gregory Award for young writers, 
the Somerset Maugham Award, the American-Irish Foundation Award, the W.H. 
Smith Prize and the E.M. Forster Award between the late 1960s and the early 1970s. 
Apart from being a huge encouragement to Heaney, this popularity had also put him 
in the spotlight of fame and attention. 
As I have discussed in the last chapter, at the early stage of his poetic journey 
Heaney had started to explore the self as a complicated subject. A series of questions 
was raised and uncovered in his early poems: the ambiguity of the self, the dark side 
of the self, the fallibility of his memories, and the danger of jeopardizing the truth of 
self in the craft of poetry. When becoming more widely acclaimed and important in 
Northern Ireland in the 1970s, the discovery of himself as a poet seemed barely 
enough to handle the social need. People in his community expected him to say 
something in his poetry about his social and national identity, something about the 
British government, something regarding "the Troubles"^ in Northern Ireland since 
2 The "Troubles" were initiated by the civil rights campaign beginning in the mid-1960s in Northern 
Ireland. The attempt of the campaign was to draw attention to grievances felt by Catholics and to 
achieve social justice. The decision to hold civil rights marches was taken as a result of inaction on the 
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1968. Therefore the central question became how Heaney could represent his nation 
and its culture. Heaney was therefore trapped in the ongoing political violence and 
public expectation. "A public expectation," Heaney says, "not of poetry as such but 
of political positions variously approvable by mutually disapproving groups" (OG, 
418). Now a thriving young poet, Heaney's pressure to write came more and more 
from the outside world when people tried to break his pastoral, personal shell and to 
shape him into a poet of Northern Ireland or at least one with a "correct" political 
perspective. 
After straightforwardly confronting the political issues in a few poems in 
Stations such as "England's Difficulty" and "The Station of the West", Heaney ceased 
being a public spokesman of Northern Ireland. In 1972, he quit his lectureship at 
Queen's University, Belfast and moved to County Wicklow in the Republic of Ireland 
to become a full-time writer. Although he emphasized that he moved, not in order to 
flee the violence but in order to take advantage of an offer of Glamnore Cottage that 
was a "writer's retreat" {Finders Keepers, 401), many people in the north still found 
part of the Unionist controlled government of Northern Ireland. Initial demonstrations were carried 
out peacefully, but were opposed by Loyalists who regarded the campaign as a cover for Republicans' 
attempt to end the Northern Ireland state rather than reform it. The campaign became a mass 
movement when it was organized by the Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association (NIGRA) in 
mid-1968. Conflicts were raised when the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) used batons to break up 
the march on 5 October, 1968. Further conflict in 1969 led to the British government deploying troops 
on the streets of Northern Ireland. After that, the emergence of the Provisional IRA convinced the 
British the need to introduce internment. The NIGRA campaigned against internment and on Sunday 
30 January 1972, the British Army shot dead 13 demonstrators. It was also known as "Bloody 
Sunday" which marked the end of mass street demonstrations to achieve civil rights (source: 
http://cain.ulst.ac.uk). 
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it hard to accept and regarded it as a betrayal. However, the geographical distance did 
not stop the poet from being concerned about his Irish identity and his identity as a 
poet, but instead as Corcoran puts it, "gave his compunctions a sharper edge and 
urgency" due to the media commentary he received after moving (Corcoran, 95). The 
resistance of direct confrontation with the political and cultural subjects actually gave 
rise to Heaney's alternative treatment of them: by using the bodies in the Danish bogs, 
he manages to shift the sense of place from Ireland to Denmark with allusions to the 
present conflicts. When he came across P.V. Glob's book The Bog People: Iron-Age 
Man Preserved, a way of using the material as an analogue of the current situation 
grasped the poet's mind. It is in North and the profound bog poems that Heaney has 
found a way to open a more culturally oriented ground without losing the 
independence of his art or giving up his personal sense of the pastoral place. 
Therefore, the bog poems are without doubt one of the most significant stepping 
stones in Heaney's journey as a poet. Their significance derives from the fact that 
with the endless archaeological digging Heaney does through their eloquence, he 
intends to work out a way to gain a better recognition of self and the culture in which 
it is embedded. In this chapter, my focus will be on the distinctive bog poems in 
different periods of time and how they evolved over a period of ten years. In effect, 
the sacrificial bog people bear a striking resemblance to Heaney's encounter with the 
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victims of the violence breaking out from 1968 to 1974 in Northern Ireland, I will 
also discuss the bog poems in relation to Heaney's obsessive mythical figure Antaeus 
who sheds light on the discovery of the poet's poetic persona. Through the deliberate 
positioning of himself in the other-place and the other-time, Heaney gains a new 
perspective on the reality of himself and the culture in which he is deeply rooted. His 
poetic autobiography enters a new stage, the aim of which is, as he says, to "restore 
the culture to itself {Preoccupations, 41). 
Heaney's fourth collection North was published in 1975 after he and his family 
had moved to the Irish Republic. Over 6000 copies of North were sold in its first 
month and it was the first widely recognized poetry on the subject of the "Troubles". 
It, however, does not have an open and immediate connection with the chaotic reality 
in Northern Ireland. Yet admittedly as its title suggests, North was completed under 
the heavy influence of the violence and terrorism. In "Crediting Poetry" Heaney 
comments, "the external reality and inner dynamic of happenings in Northern Ireland 
between 1968 and 1974 were symptomatic of change, violent change admittedly, but 
change nevertheless, and for the minority living there, change had been long 
overdue" (OG, 420). In fact, North itself was a drastically violent change in Heaney's 
career, probably a change that was long overdue, since not only did he briefly 
mention the political and cultural environment in Ulster in the earlier poems, but also 
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forecast the future of himself by using Antaeus, a Greek mythical figure, in 1966. In 
North, the subjects are more violent and directly referential. The poet did not, 
however, try to cater to the normal request of confronting the political issues in his 
immediate relationship with Ireland. Instead, he chose to focus his eyes on an 
archaeological discovery of another ancient civilization, using his pen as a "weapon" 
in a less direct sense. 
The people whose bodies were found in the bog of Jutland, Denmark, were 
killed for two major reasons: they were either sacrifices to the ground as the earth 
goddess' husband or victims of tribal conflicts. While the sacrificial bodies add a 
mythical layer to Heaney's connection with the ground, those who were victims of 
the tribal revenge definitely serve as a mirror of the reality in Northern Ireland. That 
is why North is so tremendously important. It deepens Heaney's understanding of his 
attachment to the land. As a matter of fact, one of the most ancient and subversive 
conceits was the notion that the land was a woman to be worshipped, if necessary by 
death (Foster, 235). Consequently, this also reveals the cruelty of such an attachment, 
from which violence and hatred against the "other" are derived. It is safe to say that 
Northern Ireland's violence triggered the poet's radical change in his poetic creation 
and it is heavily burdened with violence in myth, in history and in the scrutiny of the 
poet himself. 
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As we know, the most obvious and prominent bog poems are found in North, 
but the image of the bog can be traced back to Door into the Dark ("Bogland") and 
Wintering Out ("Bog oak", "The Tollund Man"，"Nerthus") — years before Heaney's 
concentrated work on North. They are the best archetype of Heaney's 
self-exploration mentioned in the second chapter: what he does is to keep going back 
to the same land and the same material, but each time with a new "digging" 
perspective through which he sets up different definitions of himself as an Irish poet. 
The central motif of "opening the ground" has also proven to be obsessive, 
physically and metaphorically. I believe that at this stage, it is not only the revelation 
of the self that matters: the way of approaching his identification is equally important. 
He indubitably treats the bog people as "significant others" who are in reality not 
close to him, but spiritually as immediate as his family members. 
Antaeus as Heaney's poetic persona: 
Instead of going directly into the world of the bog poems, I will begin with 
Heaney's favourite mythical figure. The poem "Antaeus" made its first appearance in 
Part I of North. One cannot help but notice that it was written in 1966, the same 
period of Heaney's very early poems in Death of a Naturalist. He also wrote a poem 
"Hercules and Antaeus" at the end of Part I in North, revisiting the figure from Greek 
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mythology: this time with an introduction of his significant opponent Hercules. If the 
first poem is an assertion of the power of place, the last one is a revaluation of that 
assertion. Therefore the first part of the whole collection is wrapped entirely in the 
Antaeus story in an artful way. This not only adds more mythical touch to the bog 
poems but also naturally leads readers to probe into the relationship between Antaeus 
and the poet himself. Interestingly, in Opened Ground: Selected Poems 1966-1996, 
"Antaeus" is located at the end of Death of a Naturalist, instead of at the beginning 
of North. The reason for such a rearrangement is not explicitly explained; however, 
this does indicate the fact that Antaeus has been an important figure since a very 
early time in his career. Why is Antaeus so important and such a central figure? How 
is he related to the bog people? Why does he keep visiting the poet's mind? With 
these questions in mind, let us first pay a visit to the original Antaeus's story in 
Ovid's Metamorphoses IX. 
Son of Gaia and Poseidon, Antaeus was a frightful giant who compelled all 
strangers to wrestle with him and defeated them all. He was invincible for as long as 
he remained in contact with his mother, the earth, which supplied him with strength 
and nourishment. When his enemies threw him on the ground with the hope of 
defeating him, Antaeus was reloaded with power given by the earth and was reborn 
with energy and strength. Hercules was the only one who found out the secret and he 
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lifted Antaeus without dropping him. Raised sky-high and detached from the ground, 
the pompous giant was defeated as a result of the deprivation of his mother's secret 
feeding. Heaney writes: 
When I lie on the ground 
I rise flushed as a rose in the morning. 
In fights I arrange a fall on the ring 
To rub myself with sand 
That is operative 
As an elixir. I cannot be weaned 
Off the earth's long contour, her river-veins. 
Down here in my cave 
Girded with root and rock, 
I am cradled in the dark that wombed me 
And nurtured in every artery 
Like a small hillock. 
Let each new hero come 
Seeking the golden apples and Atlas. 
He must wrestle with me before he pass 
Into that realm of fame 
Among sky-born and royal: 
He may well throw me and renew my birth 
But let him not plan, lifting me off the earth, 
My elevation, my fall {North, 3). 
In this version of the story, Hercules has not yet appeared and Antaeus is portrayed as 
a hero opposing the privileged "sky-born" and "royal". It is interesting to recognize 
that each time it is Antaeus who provokes the fights and makes the troubles. Like an 
ignorant child, he is not able to conceal his power and confidence. The 
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unconquerable power of Antaeus given by his mother is a symbol of Heaney's 
strength given by his motherland. Heaney implies that he is as invincible as Antaeus, 
so long as he keeps in touch with home and has the sense of belonging. That is to say, 
if he can continue to know Mossbawn，Ulster and Northern Ireland as the lands that 
raised him and mothered him, he will not be defeated as a poet. Antaeus is very much 
like the child poet who is deeply attached to and dependent on the pastoral ground 
depicted in Death of a Naturalist and Door into the Dark. Yet, towards the end of the 
poem, the hero Antaeus stops the self-indulgent boasting of his power and acts as a 
prophet who foresees his fatal future, because after all the source of his confidence 
never comes from himself, but from his mother. One day, Antaeus will be lifted and 
beaten. Likewise, the poet will have to leave the comfortable place where he grew up. 
As the poet grows and changes, the land he used to know so well may also be 
transformed. Written in 1966，the prophetic poem already signaled the potential crisis 
of personal identity with regard to the political conflicts at home. 
The poem's physical appearance also distinguishes it from the rest of the poems 
in North. It is the only poem in the book that does not have a straight margin for 
every line. Each of the five stanzas is in a beautiful oval shape, creating a graphical 
foreground for the first part of the collection. My assumption is that it could be the 
poet's intention to lighten the gravity of the subjects of North by making the 
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beginning of the collection visually less heavy and more playful. 
By contrast, in "Hercules and Antaeus", both figures are given equal weight and 
distinctive characteristics. Hercules is this "sky-born and royal" hero with "the 
measure of resistance and black powers". Antaeus, on the other hand, is the 
"mould-hugger", a strong, inborn fighter but in the meantime an unweaned baby: 
his mind big with golden apples, 
his future hung with trophies, 
Hercules has the measure 
Antaeus, the mould-hugger, 
is weaned at last: 
a fall was a renewal 
but now he is raised up— 
the challenger's intelligence 
is spur of light, 
a blue prong graiping him 
out of his element 
into a dream of loss 
and origins一the cradling dark, 
the river-veins, the secret gullies 
of his strength, 
the hatching grounds 
of cave and souterrain, 
he has bequeathed it all 
to elegists. Balor will die 
and Byrthnoth and Sitting Bull. 
Hercules lifts his arms 
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in a remorseless V, 
his triumph unassailed 
by the powers he has shaken, 
and lifts and banks Antaeus 
high as a profiled ridge, 
a sleeping giant, 
pap for the dispossessed {North, 46). 
The myth is completed in this poem. It does not, however, come to an end with 
Antaeus's death as the original myth does: the defeated giant retreats to his "dream of 
loss and origins" and "the hatching ground" as a deep sleeper, "dispossessed". In both 
poems, Heaney uses the word "wean" to depict the loss of power on Antaeus' part. 
Ultimately, Antaeus was forced to cease depending on his mother's nourishment 
because for once he was lifted and not returned to the ground. Furthermore, the word 
"wean" also gives us a fairly clear picture of Heaney's perception of Antaeus: the 
dreadful, ruthless giant is in his eyes a little baby who is always quenched by his 
indulging mother. His being beaten by Hercules superficially appears to be a failure, 
but more deeply is a real chance to grow up. Just like the little boy in 
"Blackberry-Picking", whose encounter with the truth and reality transforms him into 
a more mature being, Antaeus' initiation has to be gained through the horror of 
failure. Similarly, only with the distance from his mother earth, can Antaeus truly 
reach the recognition of the source of his power and the value of his mother. 
Probably, that is why at the end of "Hercules and Antaeus", Heaney gives a hope of 
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an afterlife in which Antaeus could grow up as an independent and powerful being in 
a true sense. To Heaney, the hibernation of the giant is a chance given to restore his 
self-recognition. 
Apparently Heaney is more identified with the earth's child than with Zeus' "sky 
born" son. As a matter of fact, in the original Greek myth, Hercules is depicted as a 
hero who uses his intelligence to conquer the evil monster Antaeus. Heaney, on the 
contrary, chooses to believe that Hercules' mind is "big with golden apples", his 
future "hung with trophies" and therefore he is a glory hunter. The poet is more 
inclined to show deep sympathy to the reckless but simple-minded Antaeus. The 
emphasis on Antaeus derives from Heaney's worship of the native ground. The poet 
believes that no one knows better than Antaeus the significance of the ground, 
because that is where his magic power is given: "an elixir. I cannot be weaned/Off 
the earth's long contour, her river-veins." Even later in "Station Island", Heaney still 
continues to use this Antaeus image as a presentation of his own loss of direction on 
the Lough Derg pilgrimage: 
I dreamt and drifted. 
And I cried among night waters, "I repent 
My unwearied life that kept me competent 
To sleepwalk with connivance and mistrust" (OG, 240). 
Evidently, Antaeus can be seen as the poet's autobiographical persona as his quality 
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lies in his heroic imperfection and weakness. 
The sequences of events around Antaeus have philosophical significance for 
Heaney's work and are in the meantime a revelation of Heaney's personality and the 
philosophy behind it: Antaeus is "cradled in the dark that wombed him", which is the 
darkness of the ground. He is blinded by his privilege given by his mother and it is 
not until he is finally rid of the intimate touch with the ground that he realizes its 
importance. In reality, Heaney's removal from the local deprived him of the intimate 
touch with his mother land, but also gave him a chance to see himself from a 
different perspective. In addition to that, fame and power are often associated with 
sky and height, therefore the meaning of elevation is positive in an everyday sense. 
Ironically, to Antaeus and Heaney the poet, the realm of fame is fatal and dangerous 
because they are, unlike the others, only powerful when they "lie on the ground" and 
are in touch with their motherland. Antaeus therefore demonstrates a subversive 
interpretation of a tragic fall: "My elevation, my fall." 
The paradox of the "Antaeus" poems lies in Heaney's resistance to elevation and 
his awareness of the urgency of it. As is known, the poet's love for the earth, 
homeland and "the ground" is not only revealed in these two poems, but also in many 
of his prose works. When he expressed in "Crediting Poetry" his admiration for 
Robert Frost, it is not difficult to find that what Heaney treasures are Frost's poetic 
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traits, which are strikingly similar to the core of Antaeus. "I loved Robert Frost for 
his farmer's accuracy and his wily down-to-earthness." (OG, 417). The warning 
message in the "Antaeus" poem is passed on to himself as a poet, because such an 
elevation in fame and glory means a fatal fall. In fact, the poet may be more wary of 
the height he has reached and Antaeus is a reminder of persistent attachment to the 
ground. On the other hand, Hercules, seen by critics as a symbol of Viking invaders, 
the British colonizer, and even the public pressure upon Heaney, is to the poet a 
forceful but perhaps also helpful voice that urges him to move on. Hercules the 
warrior has defeated the stay-at-home Antaeus, passing the message that it is time to 
stop dwelling at home and to regard it as the only source of power. Therefore, it is 
also time for Heaney to look for new areas for his poetry. 
There are several interesting readings of "Hercules and Antaeus" that may help 
us understand the relationship between the myth and its parallels with Heaney's 
concerns. David Lloyd argues that the persona merges the giant wrestler and cave 
dweller of Greek mythology with attributes readers of Death of a Naturalist and 
Door into the Dark associate with Heaney's early poetry: a profound connection with 
the physical, natural world (Malloy and Carey, 83). Heaney puts it in another way: it 
is a "hankering for the underground side of things" {Preoccupations, 21；. Like the 
mythical Antaeus, Heaney draws his inspiration and magical power from the ground. 
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He makes it obvious again in Preoccupations: "I always remember the pleasure I had 
in digging the black earth in our garden and finding, a foot below the surface, a pale 
seam of sand... There is a belief that sand lifted from the ground at Banagher has 
beneficent, even magical, properties, if it is lifted from the site by one of the Heaney 
family name" (20-21). Lloyd believes that the Antaeus persona fits Heaney's 
perfectly and it works on numerous levels in these two framing poems. He argues 
that the first poem conveys Heaney's profound personal and creative connection to 
the physical world while the second one adds to that connection a wider-ranging 
exploration of political struggle and cultural violence (Malloy and Carey, 85). 
Another reading is Warner's which asserts that there are definite relationships 
between the senseless violence Heaney depicts in this poem, and the brutality he 
observed and continues to observe in Ireland. He believes that Antaeus, as the child 
of the earth represents the common people of Ireland, the farmers of Heaney's 
childhood, because Antaeus draws his strength from "the river veins, the secret 
gullies", from the earth, just as Irish farmers depend upon Ireland itself for their lives. 
Following this logic, Hercules then becomes the terrorism, the hatred that has 
plagued Ireland for decades. Such hatred is one of "the black powers/feeding off the 
territory", and is crushing the common people in the "remorseless V" of its arms, 
since terrorism in Ireland justifies its existence by claiming it acts for the greater 
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good, for a higher purpose, for God. 
This reading is definitely interesting and inspiring, but Heaney does not really 
put a lot of emotional hatred into Hercules. Hercules is the only one who challenges 
Antaeus' modes of surviving and who causes a deeper reflection. In Heaney's version, 
he is more regarded as a powerful outside force that breaks the connection between 
Antaeus and the earth. While talking to John Haffenden, Heaney acknowledged 
"Hercules and Antaeus" as an allegory of Ireland, but he also confirmed its very 
different genesis: 
To me Hercules represents another voice, another possibility; and 
actually behind that poem lay a conversation with Iain Crichton 
Smith, a very fine poet but essentially different from the kind of poet 
I am. He's got a kind of Presbyterian light about him. The image that 
came into my mind after the conversation was of me being a dark 
soil and him being a kind of bright-pronged fork that was digging it 
up and going through it... Hercules represents the possibility of the 
play of intelligence, that kind of satisfaction you get from Borges, the 
play and pattern, which is so different from the pleasures of Neruda, 
who's more of an Antaeus figure. That kind of thinking led into the 
poetry of the second half of North, which was an attempt at some 
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kind of declarative voice (Corcoran, 100). 
It becomes even clearer that Heaney regards himself as the unwearied Antaeus, the 
origin of whose strength is "the cradling dark", "the secret gullies" and "the hatching 
ground of cave and souterrain". Hercules, as a result, is made another poet in 
possession of another possibility: strong, authoritative and Presbyterian. 
In fact, what truly give "Hercules and Antaeus" a heavy political and cultural 
weight are three other figures mentioned towards the end of the poem: Balor, 
Byrthnoth, and Sitting Bull. In this respect, Warner's interpretation of them brings a 
very important insight on the problem of Northern Ireland. He argues that each of 
these three heroes represents a different violent conflict, and therefore carries 
Heaney's message to the Irish people. Balor, in Irish-Celtic mythology is the god of 
the underworld, the lord of the dead who is vanquished and slain by his son. By 
referring to Balor, Heaney calls attention to the fact that the Irish people are fighting 
and killing each other. Byrthnoth, an Anglo-Saxon earl in the early 11th century, was 
killed by the Vikings in the Battle of Maldon, and was later immortalized by an epic 
poem. His death at the hands of invaders symbolizes the influence of British 
Protestantism. Sitting Bull was the Native American chieftain who led the resistance 
of the Sioux against the government confiscation of their lands. He defeated the 
government's army, but was eventually captured and killed in a riot. Of the three, he 
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is the only verifiably historical figure, and his conflict stands in the grey area 
between civil war and invasion, exhibiting aspects of both. 3 Heaney concludes, 
"Balor will die/ and Byrthnoth and Sitting Bull", by which he gives a hope of seizure 
of riots and violence. In the meantime, he also expresses the anxiety of further 
troubles with the rise of other "heroic" figures: "Hercules lifts his arms/ in a 
remorseless V./ his triumph unassailed by the powers he has shaken". 
Warner's argument certainly focuses on the politics of the poem, but it also 
provides an important answer to the poet's conflicting inner world. What Heaney 
observed as a resident in Ulster was not just a series of Irish people hating the British 
colonizer, but also the killing within the split Irish tribes. Heaney confesses in the 
essay "Belfast" that he is fatigued by "a continuous adjudication between agony and 
injustice, swung at one moment by the long tail of race and resentment, at another by 
the more acceptable feelings of pity and terror". "We live ... with a pane of 
selfishness between ourselves and the suffering" {Preoccupations, 30；. 
Corcoran's interpretation, however, draws a conclusion that "Hercules and 
Antaeus" is an allegory of colonization: 
Hercules is the stronger aggressor breaking the native Antaeus, son of 
Earth, by removing him from his source of strength in the ground and 
3 Please refer to an online article by Connor Warner: "Marxism and Mythology in Tennyson's 
'Ulysses' and Heaney's 'Hercules and Antaeus'", 2000. 
(Source: http://www.unm.edU/~aobermei/Eiu:200/samplepapers/assignment4warner/index.html) 
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leaving him in the land in the shape of that persistent Celtic theme, 
the "sleeping giant" who will one day awake to lead his people into 
their true inheritance 一 a desperate cultural escapism described 
brutally as "pap for the dispossessed", the mythology which keeps an 
oppressed people hopeful but puerile (Corcoran, 100). 
This theme is very much consistent with the political poem "Act of Union" in the 
first part of North, in which Heaney affirms "Conquest is a lie" and concludes with 
the colonizer leaving the colony "raw"，like the "opened ground, again." Loser as he 
is, Antaeus, by finding his true strength, delivers a noble hope of the weak revival. 
The two Antaeus poems basically use two ancient mythical figures to create 
binary opposites that give a variety of explanations to the allegory. Antaeus and 
Hercules become representatives of two different values of success and two modes of 
identity — the elemental and the intelligent, the Irish and the British, Heaney and his 
significant other (if not his enemy). It is safe to say that by presenting both Antaeus 
and Hercules, the readers are given a very clear picture of with whom Heaney is 
more identified. As Lloyd states, "while the merged persona of 'Antaeus' highlights 
the poet's connection to the natural world and to the political struggles of indigenous 
peoples, this merged persona allows Heaney to explore the ways historical and 
cultural forces shape an artist's craft and vocation" (Malloy and Carey, 86). 
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To summarize, the Antaeus poems can be read as a departure from the poet's 
rural origin and from sentimental recollection of his childhood. By identifying with 
the son of the earth, the poet is reminding himself of the importance of the local land 
while gradually departing from it. Hence，Heaney's move from Ulster to Wicklow 
was not simply a removal or a betrayal, but a possible better way of looking at home. 
In the next section, I aim to explore how the heroic persona of Antaeus is 
closely related to the bog poems and how Heaney did his archaeological and cultural 
digging by bearing Antaeus in mind. 
The Bog People as Heaney's "Significant Others": 
P.V. Glob's The Bog People is a report of archaeological findings in the bogs of 
Denmark in 1950s. Bodies from two thousand years ago were amazingly 
well-preserved by the bog. To most people, it is just a book about archaeology, and 
Glob himself humbly addresses the book as a long letter to a little girl's curious query 
about the Tollund MarA However, to Heaney, this is an extraordinarily suggestive 
book, because there is something uncannily similar between the Iron Age sacrificial 
bodies and the political violence taking place in Northern Ireland, between the 
4 The name "Tollund", which appears in the form "Torlund" in a document of 1481, may have ancient 
origins. It probably indicates a grove sacred to one of the best known gods of the Viking Age, Thor. 
The Tollund man was found in May, 1950 in a peat bog in Jutland, Denmark. He lived during the 
century BC. His head was especially well-preserved, the best-preserved human head, in fact, to have 
survived from antiquity in any part of the world (P.V. Glob 28, 31). 
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archaeological findings and the autobiographical findings of the self. 
Supposedly an archaeology report, The Bog People is, to everyone's surprise, 
written in a beautifully philosophical manner. Glob's narrative structure with the 
vivid pictures alongside it makes the book a piece of fine literature. What Glob 
brings to light is much more than a mechanical account of the "digging" process, but 
a discussion on the history of bog people and the archaic culture. The core of the 
book is far beyond archaeology for its own sake — it concerns the ultimate human 
conditions such as barbarism, life and death, which are revealed through the ancient 
bog people's rituals of sacrifice. Hence, it is not difficult for us to imagine why 
Heaney is so drawn to it and has produced so many bog poems by reading and 
responding to the book. 
First of all, the image of the bog is very distinctive to Irish culture. A bog is a 
wetland that accumulates peat, formed by dead plant material. It is one of Ireland's 
most characteristic features, covering 1,200,000 hectares (l/6th) of the island. 
Starting in the 1700s，the raised bogs of Ireland were exploited as a source of cheap 
fuel. Most of this was cut by hand, and laid in the sun to dry before being burned. At 
the time of the Famine^ peat was often the only source of fuel available. In the 
earliest poems of Heaney's such as "Digging" and "Bogland", the bog already plays a 
5 Also known as "the Great Famine" or "the Great Hunger". It took place between 1845 and 1849 in 
Ireland, partly due to the fungal infection in the potato crop. It destroyed the primary food source for 
Irish people. 
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very important role: "Going down and down for the good turf (Peat is called 'turf 
when cut); "Our unfenced country/ is bog that keeps crusting". 
Apart from being a source of fuel and energy, the bog also has a daunting image. 
Heaney on several occasions emphasizes his personal affiliation with the bog and the 
close relationship between his poems and the bog. When Heaney explains in "Feeling 
into Words" the unconscious impulse behind "Digging", he mentions the important 
bog and the last line of "Bogland": 
What generated the poem about memory was something lying 
beneath the very floor of memory, something I only connected with 
the poem months after it was written, which was a warning that older 
people would give us about going into the bog. They were afraid that 
we might fall into the pools in the old workings so they put it about 
(and we believed them) that there was no bottom in the bog-holes 
{Preoccupations, 56). 
The idea of the bog and its relevance to the floor of memory seem to have been in 
the back of the poet's mind since the very first poem. Because of the mystifying and 
dangerous nature of the bog, Heaney not only takes the older people's advice as a 
warning, but also a sign for curious digging and exploring. The terrain of the bog, 
similar to the terrain of poetry, is a rich realm of unexpected discovery and a source 
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of inspiration: 
I have always listened for poems, they come sometimes like bodies 
come out of a bog, almost complete, seeming to have been laid down 
a long time ago, surfacing with a touch of mystery {Preoccupations, 
34). 
The comparison between poems and the bodies is extraordinary. Again the bog 
serves as a powerful natural preservative that stores memory, a source of poetic 
inspiration. However, "almost complete" suggests that something is missing; 
something is lost and not yet restored. 
In effect, the bog is not only a source of Heaney's personal memory, but also a 
national emblem due to its long-established association with Ireland. As Heaney 
expresses in "Feeling into Words", the bog seems to have a magical power to 
embody the cultural relics of the nation and therefore it is a source of Irish collective 
memory and national consciousness: 
In fact, if you go round the National Museum in Dublin, you will 
realize that a great proportion of the most cherished material heritage 
of Ireland was "found in a bog". Moreover, since memory was the 
faculty that supplied me with the first quickening of my own poetry, I 
had a tentative unrealized need to make a congruence between 
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memory and bogland and, for the want of a better word, our national 
consciousness {Preoccupations, 54). 
This coincides with, as I have pointed out in the second chapter, the poet's inborn 
interest in the hidden and forbidden ground and his obsession with the "cache" of 
memory. The preserving quality of the bog and its power as a cultural restorer 
become extremely important to Heaney and his writing in the 1970s when the violent 
civil conflicts and tensions called for an urgent search for a national identity. 
Although the bog people he focuses on are from Denmark, not Ireland, his 
feeling towards them can be described as "filial piety" which motivates him to make 
tribute to them. "The Tollund Man", for instance, is the first poem on a body found in 
Jutland, collected in Wintering Out. The poem explains explicitly where such "filial 
piety" comes from. Firstly, Denmark shares the landform of bogs with Ireland and 
"produces" similar fruits of ancient bodies: 
In the flat country nearby 
Where they dug him out, 
I will stand a long time. 
Bridegroom to the goddess, 
She tightened her tore on him 
And opened her fen, 
Those dark juices working 
Him to a saint's kept body, 
(WO, 36). 
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The Tollund man was proven to be a sacrifice in winter, as a husband to the goddess 
Nerthus^. Such a sacrifice was done in the hopes of pleasing the goddess and 
ensuring next year's harvest. Like most ancient civilizations, Irish people also 
worshipped Ireland as a woman to be wooed and to be won even by death (Foster, 
235). "She tightened her tore on him/ And opened her fen". As the ancient truth 
unfolds, the dark devouring power of the bog becomes symbolic: the land that is 
worshipped as "mother" has cost massive deaths in her name and honour. Gracefully, 
the bog's "dark juice" worked the Tollund man to a "saint's kept body" and the 
violence of such sacrifice is beatified. Heaney is in fact arguing that the holiness of 
the Tollund man is given by the violent and dark power. The man himself is just 
passively made a saint. Similar themes come up throughout Heaney's dealing with 
bloody events. Unlike others who would equally grant every victim in the Troubles a 
title of hero, Heaney accounts for his friend's death in "Casualty" matter-of-factly. 
His Catholic friend and fishing buddy, who was looking for a place to drink, was 
blown to bits in a curfew after "Bloody Sunday" by the Provincial IRA in a 
Protestant pub. In Heaney's interpretation, the friend was partly responsible for his 
own death by breaking the curfew of his own tribe. Heaney "missed his funeral" in 
order to avoid "quiet walkers" and "sideway talkers" who barely knew this friend, but 
6 The Teutonic goddess of fertility; later identified with Norse Njord. 
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would definitely make him a sacrificial hero. In this beautiful elegy, Heaney credits 
his friend for his whole manner, his spirit of freedom and his straightforwardness, all 
of which are characteristics of his core as a human being, not his accidental death 
that artificially connects him with the nation. Michael Parker reckons that it is "a 
delicate act of restoration, in which the poet re-places a lost friend in his proper 
element" (162). The poet is well aware of the fact that the deepest love for the nation 
and the tribe casts out deepest fear and despair, which drive people to search for a 
non-existent hero. His treatment of the Tollund man is similar to that of his friend in 
"Casualty". He manages to establish a certain affinity between the Tollund man and 
the victims of the Troubles, but he refuses to over-emphasize their heroism. As a 
conclusion, he confirms his kinship to the bog in Denmark: 
Out there in Jutland 
In the old man-killing parishes 
I will feel lost, 
Unhappy and at home (WO, 37). 
The killing land and the violence that happened two thousand years ago are strong 
signals and reminders of the poet's Irish reality. "Unhappy and at home" is key to 
Heaney's philosophy when facing the killings in the past and the present. In the 
emotion of loss and discontent, Heaney is certain of where he belongs. 
The image of the Tollund Man as a seed planted a few years ago grows and 
develops in North. Heaney h imse l f comments on this connection in a 1979 interview 
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in Ploughshares magazine by J. Randall: 
The Tollund Man seemed to me like an ancestor almost, one of my 
old uncles, one of those moustached archaic faces you used to meet 
all over the Irish countryside.... And the sacrificial element, the 
territorial religious element, the whole mythological field 
surrounding these images was very potent. So I tried, not explicitly, 
to make a connection between the sacrificial, ritual, religious element 
in the violence of contemporary Ireland and this terrible sacrificial 
religious thing in The Bog People (Malloy and Carey, 92). 
What echoes inside of the poet are the "sacrificial", "ritual", "religious" elements and 
most importantly, the violence that resembles so much the violence experienced by 
the contemporary Irish community. 
When depicting the best-preserved human head in history, the Tollund man, 
Glob uses a line in Gilgamesh, "the dead and the sleeping, how they resemble one 
another" (Glob, 31). This image of the sleeping dead again coincides with Heaney's 
sleeping Antaeus who is supposed to be defeated after the battle with Hercules. 
Heaney's ending of "Hercules and Antaeus" is vague about Antaeus' death, showing 
the optimism he has for the revival of the sleeping giant and the revival of the 
sleeping Ireland. 
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Since what Heaney focuses on are the bodies found in the bog, I feel obliged to 
explain my belief in the relation between archaeology and autobiography. I often 
consider the profound relationship between archaeology and autobiography in the 
following metaphorical way 一 the monstrosity of autobiography is that it exhibits 
the self. Therefore the subject on display is the writer himself. A writer is 
transformed into an archaeologist when writing his autobiography. He digs into his 
very soul and finds a story as dry as a corpse. Horrified by the scene, he dusts it off, 
puts some make-up on it and processes it carefully so as to make a perfectly radiant 
display in an exhibition. Autobiography is such an exhibition. James Olney 
distinguishes two models of memory at work in Augustine's autobiographical 
Confessions, that is, "the archaeological and the processual". He reckons that the 
archaeological model of memory is spatial, "a site where the archaeological of 
memories can dig down through layer after layer of deposits to recover what he 
seeks" {Memory & Narrative, 19). Heaney's poems not only reflect upon Glob's 
archaeology, but also support Olney's theory. He keeps going spatially down for 
deposits that constitute as much as possible the truth of self. Through Glob's book, 
Heaney's autobiographical poetry becomes more apparently archaeological. Corcoran 
asserts, "His forms themselves have the shape of archaeological implements, that 
they look like a means of returning to the light of human scrutiny what has lain so 
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long underground" (108). Notice that most of the bog people on display in Glob's 
book were found by peat-cutters. Heaney's forefathers too made their living by 
cutting peat. Not only do the physicality of peat-cutting and digging resemble each 
other, but the very material on the Danish and Irish ground is the same "peat" and 
"bog". Heaney's step towards keeping up with his father and his grandfather is 
extended to keeping up with the bog people, digging through opening up their 
ground as well. In "Antaeus", the ending "My elevation, my fall" can also be seen as 
a mimic image of digging. When you dig, you have to lift the spade and let it fall, 
and the higher you lift it, the deeper down you can reach. Heaney's attachment to the 
mother ground, goddess Nerthus and his deliberate self-alienation is expressed 
clearly in association with these poems and the idea of archaeology. 
Heaney also reveals the violence of such an archaeological digging and the 
suffering therefore he has experienced. Corcoran, for instance, thinks that at the stage 
of North, Heaney's poetic self-consciousness takes the form of an anxiety about 
making poems out of human suffering (103). "Punishment" is definitely one of them. 
On the surface, it is a poem about the suffering of the other; at a deeper level, it 
strikes the readers forcibly with Heaney's deep self-consciousness and ruthless 
self-scrutiny. 
I can feel the tug 
of the halter at the nape 
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of her neck, the wind 
on her naked front. 
I can see her drowned 
body in the bog, 
the weighing stone, 
the floating rods and boughs. 
Little adulteress, 
before they punished you 
you were flaxen-haired, 
undernourished, and your 
tar-black face was beautiful. 
My poor scapegoat, 
I almost love you 
but would have cast, I know, 
the stones of silence. 
I am the artful voyeur 
I who have stood dumb 
when your betraying sisters, 
cauled in tar, 
wept by the railings, 
who would connive 
in civilized outrage 
yet understand the exact 
and tribal, intimate revenge {North, 30). 
The ancient adulteress found with a halter around her neck becomes an analogue for 
the contemporary Catholic girl tarred by the IRA for befriending British soldiers. 
Probably the beauty of the girl is pure imagination on Heaney's part, ("before they 
punished you/you were flaxen-haired/undernourished and your tar-black face was 
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beautiful"). The role of "I" is complicated here. With his fatherly tone, ("you little 
adulteress", "my poor scapegoat", "I almost love you") the speaker presents his 
extremely forgiving and sympathetic image. He gets himself deeply involved in the 
crime of killing the girl as well: "I ..would have cast, I know the stones of silence", 
while he also distances himself from the girl by being an "artful voyeur". On the 
other hand, writing this poem also makes him a warrior who avenges the girl by 
speaking of "the stones of silence". Multiple selves are presented through the 
description of a bog girl. 
In addition to that, anxiety and guilt prevail in this poem. It is definitely not 
mere sympathy that creates such an impact, "I can feel the tug/ of the halter at the 
nape", says Heaney as a victim; "I can see her drowned", says Heaney as an onlooker. 
As he admits, he is "the artful voyeur" who would almost love the girl but also would 
condemn her like the rest of his people. At this point, a split self is presented 
faithfully. He defines himself as someone who appreciates the beauty of the young 
adulteress, feels outrage about her brutal murder, but still would have "cast the stones 
of silence" upon her. 
"To cast the stones of silence" has at least two different connotations. The first 
I 
‘ one is the biblical reference in the New Testament, in which Jesus encounters an 
adulteress. Women who committed adultery should be stoned to death according to 
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the Law and people were therefore gathered to punish her. Jesus then said to them: 
"He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her" (John 8, 7). The 
accusers left one by one, because no one is purely virtuous and sinless. As David 
Parker points out, a rigid pre-existing binary system (good versus evil, right versus 
wrong) puts people into clear-cut categories (a saint versus a sinner, a virtuous 
woman versus a whore), which ends up being "the judgemental unconsciousness" 
{Ethics, Theory and the Novel, 45). Parker defines "the judgemental 
unconsciousness" as a "tendency to be blind to the signs in ourselves of the very 
failings we see in others" (43). By differentiating oneself from the sinner, one 
assumes that he or she is cleared off the guilt and crime. In "Punishment", like the 
adulteress in the New Testament, the girl was viewed as an outlaw, the outcast and 
the Other, who was forsaken from her tribe. 
Carl Jung would argue at this point that this process of making a scapegoat is to 
externalize the "psychic shadow" — the darker side of oneself that does not follow 
the morality of Law. Jung believes that the accusers can only gain salvation by 
projecting their shadow onto some scapegoats, some Other {Ethics, Theory and the 
Novel, 46). According to Jung, the best way to treat such condition is to bring the 
patient to truly embrace all that he or she is, including both sides of the binary 
differences. Only in this way, could a new awareness of the self be gained and a 
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fuller self-recognition possible. By calling the girl "my poor scapegoat", Heaney is 
well conscious of such arbitrary self-righteousness. 
No doubt, by recognizing the scapegoat and the meaning of the punishment, 
Heaney's self-recognition is presented to the fullest extent. However, he admits he 
would still be the silent onlooker, giving consent to such behavior: "[I] who would 
connive/ in civilized outrage/ yet understand the exact/ and tribal, intimate revenge." 
In the case of adultery with British soldiers, it is not only the poet himself who is 
involved. Rather, it is more about the tribe and the shadow of the collective. 
Hence, the second implication of the "stone of silence" is a result of the poet's 
dilemma of in-between-ness. In a way, he cannot justify himself to say anything to 
stop the violence cast upon the scapegoat because he is often found caught in 
between the British and the Irish, the "civilized" and the "rural", the "sophisticated" 
and the "rudimentary", the "international" and the "tribal". In Heaney's opinion, he 
has no position to say anything on any side. That is why at the end of "Punishment" 
his presentation of position is still very contradictory. To "connive" is to allow 
something wrong to happen, to silently consent the violence to rampage. By using 
this word, Heaney condemns himself for being an accomplice to the crime. While the 
"civilized outrage" is expressed by the educated scholar and poet, the 
"understanding" is also demonstrated by him as a loyal tribal member. The poet 
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''understands" the rage from his tribe, the rage of feeling betrayed by the girl's 
unfaithfulness to her roots and identity. When it comes to a tribe, the sense of place 
and belonging is so powerful that it surpasses any profession or education, 
background or history. The "intimate revenge", cruel as it is, is fundamentally related 
to the deepest love and roots between brothers and sisters. Heaney quoted the French 
writer Gaston Bachelard in his essay "The Irish Poet and Britain" which may help us 
understand his source of suffering in "Punishment": "What is the source of our first 
suffering?" the French writer Gaston Bachelard asks, and then answers, "It lies in the 
fact that we hesitated to speak. It began in the moment when we accumulated silent 
things within us" {Finders Keepers, 400). To release such a suffering, the poet finally 
expresses the conflicts within himself that have been long accumulating. 
"Punishment" is the only bog poem that truly speaks up Heaney's political 
standing despite Heaney's claim of his silence — as a civilized human-being, he 
finds the Troubles in Ireland unbearably bloody and outrageous, but as part of the 
Irish tribe, he understands why conflicts should ever happen and arise to extreme 
brutality as they did. This is probably also why he assumes that he will feel "unhappy 
and at home" in the flat country of Denmark, being able to understand the cruelty of 
the tribal sacrifice (of the Tollund man) to the mother earth. 
In a sense, the stone of punishment is not only cast upon the little adulteress, but 
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also the poet who writes about her. The poem reveals the deepest love and hatred 
towards the girl, but more importantly, it demonstrates the deepest resentment of 
self-love and self-righteousness. It talks about the punishment of the girl who is 
described as a scapegoat, but where it really leads to is a further punishment of the 
poet himself. He divides himself into several parts, which is in itself a very violent 
and courageous act. His writing about the punishment of the girl is in fact a perfect 
punishment upon himself: he reveals to us the guilt on his own part and takes 
responsibility for his dark side. It is through negation of the self that Heaney was 
truly able to be saved from his guilt. 
If we revisit "Antaeus"，we would find that what Heaney always does is to walk 
into the darkness and break his self-esteem. As "Antaeus" is elevated and fails，he 
tries to be humble, low and even dark to gain his artistic success. The emphasis on 
the ground here is the wisdom that Eliot calls "the wisdom of humility". The word 
"humility" in fact comes from the same root as the Latin word "humus", meaning soil, 
which leads to a direct association of down-to-earthness, lowness and insignificance. 
To Heaney, closeness to the ground symbolizes the ability of being humble and low, 
the ability of knowing who you are and where you come from. Therefore, the ground 
is given a spiritual connectedness with the poet and his people. As opposed to the 
Herculean ego-lifting, the Antaean down-to-earthness opens up an ethical dimension 
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of the ground. As Eliot claims, 
The only wisdom we can hope to acquire 
Is the wisdom of humility: humility is endless (27). 
The "Antaeus" poems and "Punishment" prove Heaney to be well aware of the 
life-long course of humility. 
Speaking of humility and no self-importance, "Strange Fruit" is another 
example of Heaney's anti-self exploration. This poem is often regarded as Heaney's 
last bog poem. It is exceptional for it actually creates a "visual conversation" between 
Heaney and the bog girl. For the first time, the poet's observation and commentary 
confront fierce resistance from his subject. Being an artful voyeur again, he 
compares a woman's head to a beautiful fruit from the underground and makes her 
holy: 
Here is the girl's head like an exhumed gourd. 
Oval-faced, prune-skinned, prune-stones for teeth. 
Let the air at her leathery beauty, 
Pash of tallow, perishable treasure: {North, 32). 
However, the girl stopped the poet from his appreciation, resisting such a reading: 
Beheaded girl, outstaring axe 
And beatification, outstaring 
What had begun to feel like reverence {North, 32). 
The girl's outstaring shows her resistance to be blessed and beatified, a resistance to 
reverence. Her blank eyes suggest indifference to Heaney's worship. Dead and 
deprived, she is actually tougher than the living poet. 
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If "Punishment" opens the poet's view on the tribal conflicts happening in the 
north, "Strange Fruit" opens up a poet who constantly opposes himself and defeats 
himself. The myth of "Hercules and Antaeus" finally evolves into an analogue of the 
fighting within the self, the theme of which will further develop in his later poems 
such as "Station Island" and "The Frontier of Writing." By giving the readers the 
humiliated self as well as the lifted self, he manages to embrace the shadow which 
constitutes an important part of him. As the Chinese novelist Yu Hua says, "He who 
knows writing as a process of self-negation understands writing as a form of life and 
its fate" (Yu, 6). 
"The Triangle": a conclusion 
In the early poems in Death of a Naturalist and Door into the Dark, Heaney 
opens up a personal ground that is close to his family origin and his rural heritage. In 
North, however, he opens a ground of "otherness", a ground that does not have a 
relevance to him on the surface. As people would assume, the political conflicts and 
the arising identity crisis should be of more relevance and became an immediate 
source of his poetry in the seventies. Heaney resisted such a temptation. In the 
interview "Can a Poem stop a tank?" Heaney talked to the exiled Chinese poet, Bei 
Ling about his view on poetry and politics: 
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Poetry comes from the first person singular rather than the first 
person plural. It comes from "I" rather than "we"... At moments of 
big crisis in their culture, many poets have gone from the first 
person singular to the first person plural and have spoken for the 
collective. The moral pressure has exceeded the aesthetic 
orthodoxy.... It becomes in the end an artistic problem for a poet, as 
almost everything does.‘‘ 
His faithfulness to the singular "I" is by no means a betrayal of the collective "we", 
but a resistance to jeopardizing the kernel of the artistic form of poetry, a resistance 
to being carried away by the idea of being a representative of the collective, of the 
majority. 
He does, however, feel the need to restore the culture he is rooted in, the need to 
restore the culture to itself, and the need to restore himself as an artist. At this stage, 
Heaney's cultural restoration of the self is achieved through what he calls 
"triangulation". When talking about the famous Northern Irish poet W.R. Rodgers, 
Heaney concludes that what makes Rodgers outstanding is the "triangulation" of his 
understanding between London, Loughgall and the Lowlands, "in that three-sided 
map of his inner being that he provided with its three cardinal points, in all of that 
7 From an interview: Bei Ling and Seamus Heaney in the Conversation: Can a Poem Stop a Tank? 
Los Angeles Times. Sunday, December 31, 2000. 
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there is something analogous to the triple heritage of Irish, Scottish and English 
traditions that compound and complicated the cultural and political life of 
contemporary Ulster" {Finders Keepers, 398). As a matter of fact, through the bog 
poems, Heaney successfully evokes a triangular tension to help see through the 
situation in the seventies: he was born and brought up in Ulster, Northern Ireland; 
educated and cultivated in English literature, and brought to the land of Denmark by 
Glob's The Bog People. Such triangulation also provides him with deep sympathy 
and understanding between these three places and their cultures. 
To Heaney, Jutland's bog accidentally became one of his precious lands. The 
bog land in Denmark and the bog people preserved there constitute a unique 
ancestor-inheritor relationship between them and Heaney. Walter Benjamin^ once 
remarks, "there is no document of civilization which is not at the same time a 
document of barbarism" (Corcoran, 100). Heaney digs out barbarism of the ancient 
Jutland as a reflection of present barbarism happening in Northern Ireland. In this 
process, poetry as one of the highest literary forms also digs up the crudest, organic 
fundamentals of human nature. When "Antaeus" and "Digging" help us understand 
the relationship between the poet and his "others" in the bog, the archaeological bog 
poems aim at "retum[ing] to the light of human scrutiny what has lain so long 
8 Walter Benjamin: German Marxist literary critic. This famous quote is from his essay "On the 
Concept of History", (often referred to as "Theses on the Philosophy of History"). 
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underground" (Corcoran, 108). Through another place and another time, the Irish 
poet is able to successfully control his horror by giving it significance. 
At this stage, Heaney's solution to the ongoing political violence and public 
expectation is to "get past politics and into poetry itself, {Finders Keepers, 405), to 
restore the culture to itself {Preoccupations, 41), and to cast the violence inward 
rather than outward. In the next phase, Heaney's journey finds its source through 




Reflection and Imagination: 
"Harmonious Reproduction of the S e l f 
In the last chapter, I discussed the tight affinity between Heaney and the bog 
people to reveal how he restores his cultural heritage and Irish identity. By opening 
an ancient tribe and culture, Heaney invites readers' attention to the pervasive, 
long-standing human cruelty partly as an allusion to the present violence in Northern 
Ireland. As a very important element of the self, his filial affection and even awe 
towards the bog derives from its positive preserving power as well as its negative 
devouring capacity, the philosophy of which is also exemplified in the Antaeus 
poems. As his important poetic persona, Antaeus illustrates the poet's humility and 
down-to-earthness. In addition to that, the Antaean complex is a perfect example of 
Heaney's attachment to his home ground. From "The Tollund Man" to "Punishment丨丨’ 
the opening of the ground gradually transforms to an opening of a wound, a wound 
of violence and of self-punishment. It seems to me that Heaney has successfully dealt 
with the violence in Ulster partly by inflicting thorough scrutiny upon himself rather 
than imposing personal interpretation on the external reality. His imagination 
triggered by the bog people deepens his understanding of the pastoral self and the 
social self. When Heaney explains, "it is the imagination pressing back against the 
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pressure of reality" {The Redress of Poetry, 2), it becomes fairly clear that his journey 
is a search inward instead of a pursuit outward. 
The ten years following the publication of North witnessed further changes in 
the poet's career and in the political situation. During that period, he published his 
new books Field Work, Preoccupations (selected prose), and Station Island. In 1976, 
he moved from County Wicklow to Dublin. And in 1982，he accepted an offer of 
professorship from Harvard University, teaching one semester a year there. The core 
of Field Work is in fact a celebration of his retreat life in Glanmore Cottage, a 
sequence of sonnets and lyrics that are "makings of [Heaney's] adult life" (Michael 
Parker, 152). Living together with his wife and children in the countryside has 
enabled him to see himself as a husband, a father and a poet. The domestic life has 
also brought back reminiscences of the rural life in his childhood that he talks about 
in exquisite detail in "Crediting Poetry": "a kind of den-life which was more or less 
emotionally and intellectually proofed against the outside world", "an intimate, 
physical, creaturely existence" (OG, 415). 
However, the poet still could not avoid the subject of violence because it was 
still rampant in Ireland: in August 1979，Earl Mountbatten of Burma and his fourteen 
year-old grandson, among others, were blown up at Mullaghmore, Co. Sligo. A few 
hours after this attack, eighteen soldiers were killed by two Provisional I.R.A bombs 
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at Warrenpoint in Co. Down. The killings forced Pope John Paul II to change his visit 
to Ireland. A month later, the Pope appealed to the I.R.A. and to the other warring 
parties to put an end to their violence. "On my knees I beg you to turn away from the 
paths of violence and return to the paths of peace... Violence only delays the day of 
justice." Station Island was composed in such extreme political tension from the late 
seventies to the early eighties. In the year of the hunger strike crisis^, 1981，Heaney 
joined forces with Brian Friel and Stephen Rea of "Field D a y " � to raise the level of 
debate over critical issues of culture and identity, politics and art throughout Ireland 
(Michael Parker, 177, 178). In the pastoral Field Work, Heaney writes about the 
deaths of his cousin and his friend respectively in "The Strand at Lough Beg" and 
"Casualty", who were both victims of the "burial ground" of Ireland. The 
peacefulness of his retreat life in the countryside was still inevitably intertwined with 
violence. 
Finding a path to peace, both outside and inside, became an important issue in 
his social and artistic life. The nobility of poetry, says Wallace Stevens, "is a violence 
from within that protects us from a violence without" {The Redress of Poetry, 2). 
Now that he has opened the ground of suffering and wounds of others in North, I 
would like to explore the ways Heaney tackles his internal violence in the later 
9 Ten Republican prisoners died in a hunger strike protesting criminal status, claiming political status. 
One appears in "Station Island" IX (see Helen Vendler's Seamus Heaney xiv). 
Field Day Theatre Company was founded in 1980 by Stephen Rea and Brian Friel. 
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poems. Moreover, whether the nonviolent poet can reconcile the inner conflicts and 
find a peaceful solution for himself still remains uncertain. With these questions in 
mind, I focus on Heaney's later collections, especially the key poems in Station 
Island (1984) and The Haw Lantern (1987), which are regarded as a big change and 
philosophical breakthrough in his career by many critics. I will also visit the earlier 
poems and the later ones to analyze how they interact with each other. 
At this mature stage, Heaney reflects upon his role as an artist and opens the 
/ 
ground of self-quarrel. On more than one occasion, Heaney views poetry as "a help" 
(OG, 417), as "a dig, a dig for finds that end up being plants". What I am arguing is 
that Heaney's full reality of the self is construed through conversations with the 
imagined others who people his inner life. In the end, his ability to find balance and 
harmony in different voices of his poetry helps him achieve what he calls the 
"harmonious self-reproduction" in his "ars poetica" {Preoccupations, 48). 
Reflection 一 an unexpected voice: 
Before directly exploring the long poetic journey of "Station Island", I would 
like to point out the fact that Heaney has never stopped questioning his role as a poet 
from the very beginning of his career. Even in the "Digging" manifesto, he is 
concerned about discontinuity between his vocation and his family tradition. As 
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Helen Vendler argues, many of Heaney's early poems are elegies. A sense of loss and 
discontentment has been lingering in his poems since the beginning of the poetic 
journey. In "Digging" and "Follower", the elegiac sense comes from the detachment 
from his labouring forefathers, in "Blackberry-Picking" from his inability to find a 
proper container for memory. As far as I can see, such elegiac quality finds its root in 
Heaney's Catholic self-scrutiny and guilt, evidence of which can also be found in 
"Punishment" and "Strange Fruit". Hence, Heaney's quest has long been expressing 
his self-doubt. The inquisitive self can hardly resist probing into the art of his poetry 
and expressing doubts about his identity as a poet. The whole collection of Station 
Island is a journey in response to such an inner request. 
Although "Widgeon" is the shortest poem in Station Island, it manages to serve 
as an analogue to the whole journey taken in the long "Station Island". It certainly is 
a very violent poem as well for the subject of the poem was killed to fulfill human 
needs. Moreover, it echoes the early poems and forecasts some later ones that discuss 
the role of a poet: 
It had been badly shot. 
While he was plucking it 
he found, he says, the voice box— 
like a flute stop 
in the broken windpipe— 
and blew upon it 
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unexpectedly 
his own small widgeon cries (OG, 217). 
The story of the poem could not be simpler, but Heaney renders the issue of voice in 
poetry within the limited space. 
First of all, Heaney intentionally uses the singular pronoun "he" to baffle the 
readers. Without specifying who he is, readers' imaginations run wild: "he" could be 
the killer of the bird, a passerby, a narrator of the story and possibly the poet himself. 
Unlike "Station Island" in which most people have a name and a role including 
Heaney the "I", the main character in "Widgeon" is unspecified. Naturally, one would 
then assume "he" to be the dominant figure. None the less, at the end of the poem, 
the dominant voice turns out to be an unoriginal one, given by the dead bird. "He" 
therefore becomes a phantom of the widgeon, voicing out its cry. In this way, Heaney 
successfully prompts the readers to question the mystifying role of "he". 
Secondly, Heaney's cunning use of the parenthetical "he says" and 
"unexpectedly" engenders more complication in the poem. The reported speech 
indicates that the poet is telling a story that has already been told. More importantly, 
it also makes us wonder about the motivation of "his telling" as well as Heaney's 
retelling. In the line "he found, he says, the voice box", the switch of tense comes 
abruptly and unexpectedly, which conveys a strong sense of authorial intrusion. The 
simple present tense which normally renders absolution and confidence, here 
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ironically points at the opposite direction of uncertainty. Neil Corcoran has a very 
precise analysis of the single word (and line) "unexpectedly" in relation to the poetic 
voice: 
In this dartingly implicit allegory of the way the individual poetic 
voice speaks through the real and the legendary dead — through 
biographical experience and through literary tradition — it is the 
word 'unexpectedly', given a line to itself, which carries the greatest 
charge of implication: the poet who would properly — without 
sentimentality, without self-importance — articulate his own small 
widgeon cries through encounters with the dead must seem 
uncalculatingly preoccupied with his subject or with the form of his 
own poem, having something of the intent self-forgetfulness of one 
who would, testingly and probingly, attempt to blow upon a dead 
bird's voice box. The preoccupation may then release, 
'unexpectedly', and almost distractedly, a genuine self-illumination 
or self-definition, just as 'Widgeon' releases allegorical implications 
most 'unexpectedly' too (Corcoran, 155). 
Corcoran confirms in this paragraph that the word "unexpectedly" directs the poem 
to a discussion of a poet's role. It is "unexpectedness" of the widgeon's voice that 
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prompts the need for the poet's "self-illumination" and "self-definition" as an artist: 
the whole allegory is an illumination of self-forgetfulness, which defines the 
passivity of a poetic voice. "Unexpectedly", on the other hand, signals the surprising 
result when "he" finds inside of him the voice he killed. The narrative form is made 
complicated with the interplay of voice and action. What Heaney basically argues is 
the poet's role as a voice box, translating the misery of the dead. Yet, in the most 
ironic sense, the dead had an original voice before killed. Implication is made that in 
a way the poet contributes to the silence of the widgeon because it was shot in order 
to be given a voice, like many other subjects of poetry. It is a poem about death and 
in the meantime, an example of the passivity of a poet and his poetry. 
By giving a new perspective on the production of art work, "Widgeon" opens a 
more philosophical and sophisticated ground of self-scrutiny for Heaney as an artist. 
The poem is also an example of Heaney's emphasis on the danger of self-importance 
and even his anti-poetic view before he seeks new progress in "Station Island". If we 
should identify Heaney with the widgeon finder, the poet's intention to find 
"otherness" in the self is obvious. It in a way explains the two sources of Heaney's 
inner violence: the external violence (the death of widgeon) that traumatizes him in 
reality and the multiple voices ("his own small widgeon cries") that confuse him in 
his artistic world. As the Underground Man of Dostoevsky says, "being overly 
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conscious is a disease, a genuine, full-fledged disease" (5). Violent and poignant it 
may seem, Heaney's endless life-writing moves on expectedly and unexpectedly, to 
enforce "the penalty of consciousness" (Corcoran, 53). The voice box raises a debate 
on the source of voice, which is a crucial element of poetry. It symbolizes Heaney's 
confusion of who is the speaker, who has the right to speak and what is a poet's role. 
Similar questions are raised in the third part of Station Island, "Sweeney 
Redivivus", in which Heaney portrays an artist's image as a barking dog: 
I love the thought of his anger. 
His obstinacy against the rock, his coercion 
Of the substance from green apples. 
The way he was a dog barking 
At the image of himself barking 
(OG, 259) (My italics). 
The mockery of the artist is similar to that of the mockery of the widgeon finder. 
With the slightly dismissive description of the artist in a dog's image, the poet's 
self-scrutiny takes a new form of self-contempt. The same repulsive image is 
repeated in "Station Island" when Heaney talks to an I.R.A. hunger striker who died 
in 1981: 
[Heaney]: I mouthed my half-composed face 
In the shaving mirror, like somebody 
Drunk in the bathroom during a party, 
Lulled and repelled by his own reflection 
(OG, 241；. 
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In both cases, the self reflection results in a self-disgust. Unlike the narcissist self in 
"Personal Helicon" who looks down into the well for a reflection of the self, here the 
artist is deeply doubtful and suspicious of the artistic self. 
By exposing such a problem in his poetic path, "Widgeon" also invites a 
pilgrimage to cure the wound caused by "the penalty of consciousness" and the 
multiplicity of voices. Instead of arbitrarily giving voice and meaning to his poetic 
subjects (i.e. the bog people), Heaney introduces conversations with the dead. His 
journey maneuvers to encounters with the dead in an attempt to revive their original 
voices, and hence it is a journey to help revive his original artistic voice. 
Imagination: self-quarrel through alter-egos: 
Previously, I used "Widgeon" to illustrate the doubts Heaney has concerning his 
artistic role. The images of the dog barking to himself in the mirror and the hunter 
finding his own voice in his game may seem ridiculous and even embarrassing, but I 
read them as a poet's anxiety when clarified identity becomes an inner necessity. In 
the long epic "Station Island", the poet journeys into the world of inner conflicts and 
imagination. The encounter with the faces and voices of others is a disguised 
reflection of the self. Through this mostly imagined dialogic path, Heaney searches 
for his artistic identity in twelve parts of the poem. The poem can be regarded as a 
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spiritual autobiography that takes into account a different kind of reality 一 his 
private past and inner reality. 
Station Island, also known as St. Patrick's Purgatory, is a small isle in Lough 
Derg in Co. Donegal which has been a place of Irish Catholic pilgrimage since 
medieval times. Legend has it that God revealed to St. Patrick a pit in the ground, 
which he called Purgatory. By witnessing Purgatory, the people would finally know 
the reality of the joys of heaven and the torments of hell. Every year, pilgrims fast, 
pray all-night vigils, and make barefoot circuits around the stone remains of the 
ancient beehive cells during their 3-day stay. The island has been an important 
symbol of Catholic religious, historical and cultural tradition. Heaney himself made 
the three-day pilgrimage three times in his youth. Therefore, the island is a first-hand 
experience of a spiritual journey to him. 
In addition to that, the remarkable pilgrimage has also influenced numerous 
great Irish writers and their literary creation. Beginning with William Carleton^^ the 
Lough Derg pilgrimage has been established as a modern Irish literary theme for the 
examination of self and society in works by W. B. Yeats ("The Pilgrim") and Patrick 
Kavanagh. Since Dante's Divine Comedy, the idea of an underground journey which 
involves meeting with the dead has become quite common in poetic practice. In 
“ W i l l i a m Carleton (1794-1869), an Irish novelist. Carleton's first published work is The Lough Derg 
Pilgrim (1828), which tells of his adventure as a pilgrim. In "Station Island" II’ Heaney meets him. 
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"Envies and Identifications: Dante and the Modern Poet", Heaney says it was partly 
the anxiety occasioned by these numerous earlier literary versions of the pilgrimage 
which turned him to Dante's meetings with ghosts as a model for his own poem 
(Corcoran, 159). Hence, it seems all the more natural for Heaney to regard it as a 
spiritual resort. As a result, by talking to his Irish people and localizing the journey 
on the Lough Derg, Heaney makes the dialogues exclusively to himself. 
In his lecture "The Three Voices of Poetry," delivered in 1953, T.S. Eliot 
explains the meaning of his title: 
The first voice is the voice of the poet talking to himself 一 or to 
nobody. The second is the voice of the poet addressing an audience, 
whether large or small. The third is the voice of the poet when he 
attempts to create a dramatic character speaking in verse; when he is 
saying, not what he would say in his own person, but only what he 
can say within the limits of one imaginary character addressing 
another imaginary character (Garratt, 56). 
Eliot's explanation points out the distinction between poetic voices and the 
difficulties in poetic communication. Although the three voices are often found 
working together, in "Station Island" the third voice is a more prevailing one by 
Eliofs definition, that is, "dramatic characters speaking in verse". By using the third 
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kind of voice, Heaney's imaginary pilgrimage is made possible. 
Since the ghosts that Heaney meets in "Station Island" are with drastically 
different background and vocations, they possess voices that are widely diverse. 
Reproduced by either his memory or his imagination, the images of the ghosts in fact 
reflect facets of the poet himself. Although the whole pilgrimage is set on the island 
with a concrete form, it is actually a journey underground. By "underground" I do 
not only mean a metaphorical meeting with the dead, but also a meeting with the 
unconscious: "Your Lough Derg Pilgrim/ Haunts me every time I cross the 
mountain"; "I am on my road there now to do the station" (II); "I dreamt and drifted" 
(IX). 
As we know, a pilgrimage is often associated with the purpose of clearing one's 
sins. A poet's sin, as is revealed in "Widgeon", may be that he silences others' original 
voices. In "Station Island", however, Heaney ceases to be a speaker who dominates 
the confessional voices. Rather like a listener and interlocutor, Heaney communicates 
with his subjects in a discussion that is centered on the meaning of his vocation. 
Through accusations from his interlocutors, the poet opens the essential ground of his 
art of poetry. 
The poem is divided into twelve parts. It opens with Sweeney, king of Middle 
Irish legend who turned into a bird man; and it closes with James Joyce, the 
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legendary writer who has a heavy influence on Irish writers and their literary 
tradition. Both of them are rebels and mavericks, creating a tension with the obedient 
processions of pilgrims. Heaney, as a confused poet, finds himself belonging to 
neither side at the beginning. He is reluctant to abandon the crowd of "shawled 
women" who has only "half-remembered faces", but is also secretly attracted to the 
"old Sabbath-breaker" who leaves him "half afraid". The beginning of the journey is 
therefore a stage of half-guessing and half-believing. He is trapped in between the 
urge to clean away his sins and the call of the unique voice of the bird man. That is 
why it takes the note-bell to ring three times before Heaney is finally set upon his 
pilgrimage: "A hurry of bell-notes...an escaped ringing/that stopped as quickly as it 
started." "The quick bell-notes began/a second time." "The quick bell rang again." 
Though vacillating between the processions and the voice of Sweeney, the decision 
Heaney makes in Part I is to continue the journey on Station Island. 
Noticeably, the message Sweeney and Joyce convey is basically the same 一 to 
stop the pilgrimage and stop listening to others. "Stay clear of all processions!" says 
Sweeney at the beginning. "What you do you must do it on your own"; "You've 
listened long enough." says Joyce at the end. Heaney's response to Joyce's command 
is as follows: 
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It was as if I had stepped free into space 
alone with nothing that I had not known 
already (OG, 245). 
If Heaney knew it all before, why even bother to take the journey? Helen Vendler 
insightfully points out, the poem collects lives the poet might have led, men whose 
lives the poet, under other circumstances, might have found himself living, and 
therefore are his alter-egos (93). The questions and accusations raised by the persons 
he confronts are virtually self-imposed. Traveling into the world of possibilities of 
the self, he might go astray, but once he returns to the original place, a stronger 
confirmation of the self will be achieved. 
Basically, after the meeting with Sweeney, the pilgrimage can be divided into 
three stages: the poet's confidence challenged, confidence defeated and confidence 
regained, the process of which is accompanied by his gradually diminishing voice. 
The most crucial conversations are those that discuss Heaney's occupation and 
challenge his way of being a poet. I will analyze the conversation patterns in "Station 
Island" by using the dialogues in II，IV，V，VIII, XI and XII，in which Heaney 
encounters religious acquaintances, sectarian assassination victims and significant 
writers. 
The first pattern of conversation is formed by accusation and defense. It is not 
fair to abide by some critics' opinion that throughout "Station Island" Heaney is just 
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standing there, being accused. What he actually creates are debates in which his 
voice of self-defense can also be heard. The encounter with William Carleton in II, 
for instance, is a challenge for the pilgrim poet, because Carleton is strongly against 
the Lough Derg pilgrimage. When Heaney is parked on the high road leading to 
Station Island, the aggravated Carleton comes up with a great force so that Heaney 
feels himself "the challenged one". When Heaney confessed, "I am on my road there 
now to do the stations." Carleton reacts very dramatically, "O holy Jesus Christ, does 
nothing change?" His crying for Jesus is extremely ironic, for he wrote "The Lough 
Derg Pilgrim" in order to attack and abstain from the religion. Obviously, he is angry 
about Heaney's visit to Station Island. The important message comes along when 
Carleton unravels the reason behind his fury: 
'It is a road you travel on your own. 
If times were hard, I could be hard too. 
I made the traitor in me sink the knife. 
And maybe there's a lesson there for you,' (OG, 227). 
In his eyes, the pilgrimage should be achieved solely by oneself, not by following 
others or being followed. The core of the self also becomes monologic. Unlike 
Heaney, when facing a rival self ("the traitor in me"), Carleton adopts a brutal but 
thoroughly consistent attitude, allowing no self-betrayal. 
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He then proceeds to accuse Heaney: 
'whoever you are, wherever you come out of, 
For though there's something natural in your smile 
There's something in it strikes me as defensive' (227). 
Carleton sharply tears off the smile on the respectful pilgrim's face and points out 
Heaney's hidden personality. Heaney rebuts this by referring to his rural origin and 
childhood memory: 
The angry role was never my vocation,' 
’I come from County Deny， 
Obedient strains like theirs tuned me first 
and not that harp of unforgiving iron 
the Fenians strung' (227). 
In this round of confrontation, Heaney successfully defends his poetic role: a 
nonviolent, obedient and forgiving poet. By contrast, Carleton's voice is dismissive 
and iron-like, giving a sense of violence and cynicism. Though Heaney and Carleton 
share a similar rural family background, their view on the writerly world is 
drastically different. Heaney does not exclude the inner voices that contradict him. 
Instead, he allows them to prosper in his pursuit of spiritual truth. 
The encounter with the priest who died on a foreign mission follows the same 
accusation-defense pattern (IV). The priest (Heaney's childhood acquaintance) first 
gives a definition of his vocation: "my vocation/is a steam off the drenched creepers" 
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(230). Heaney then engages himself in an argument with the self-indulgent priest. 
I ventured, feeling a strange reversal. 
'I never could see you on the foreign missions. 
I could only see you on a bicycle, 
a clerical student home for the summer, 
doomed to the decent thing. Visiting neighbours. 
Drinking tea and praising home-made bread. 
when they saw you at the door in your black suit, 
arriving like some sort of holy mascof (230-231). 
(My italics) 
Truly a "reversal", the poet starts off accusing this young priest of his occupation. 
The ironic, derogatory tone reveals itself as an attack on the priest's decency that is 
purely affiliated to his priesthood. Heaney cunningly dehumanizes him by addressing 
him "holy mascot" that is "doomed to the decent thing" — a being not even with his 
free will and choice. 
The young priest's response appears reflexive and perhaps naive, but eventually 
turns out to be piercingly critical. 
’And you； he faltered, ’what are you doing here 
but the same thing? What possessed you? 
I at least was young and unaware 
that what I thought was chosen was convention. 
But all this you were clear of you walked into 
over again. 
What are you doing, going through these motions?' 
'Unless you are here taking the last look' (231). 
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"Why are you here again doing the same thing?" is the central question in his rebuttal. 
Heaney, unable to provide an answer at the moment, "waded silently" behind the 
priest, "on his circuits, visiting". 
VIII confronts Heaney with a ghost whose accusation provokes Heaney's 
self-disgust in IX. Colum McCartney^^, the subject of "The Strand at Lough Beg" in 
Field Work utters the most relentless accusation in the whole sequence of "Station 
Island". He attacks Heaney's inability to act honestly: 
'You were there with poets when you got the word 
and stayed there with them, while your own flesh and blood 
was carted to Bellaghy from the Fews. 
They showed more agitation at the news 
than you did’ (239). 
According to Cousin Colum, Heaney is unfeeling and indifferent upon his death, less 
agitated than a stranger. The poet's explanation in response is weak and pale: "I was 
dumb, encountering what was destined" (239). The next line of Colum's accusation is 
crucial: "You confused evasion and artistic tact." And therefore, 
The Protestant who shot me through the head 
I accuse directly, but indirectly, you 
for the way you whitewashed ugliness and drew 
the lovely blinds of the Purgatorio 
and saccharined my death with morning dew' (239). 
12 Colum McCartney, Heaney's cousin, who was killed by Protestant gunmen and memorialized in 
"The Strand at Lough Beg". 
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What is put in doubt is now not only Heaney's profession as a poet, but the way he 
conducts his art. As Heaney has mentioned, the core of poetry is its truth to life and 
he credits it for its stability. The ghost of Colum manages to arouse the deepest fear 
of the poet, revealing his evasiveness and his poetry's ability to deceive readers. 
Yeats once warned his fellow poets, "Neither must we create, by hiding ugliness, a 
false beauty as our offering to the world" (Yeats, 760). The crime Heaney commits, 
according to Colum, is his unfaithfulness to brutal truth. 
At the end of this accusation, the poet does not respond at all. He does not even 
try to be defensive by saying the same "the angry role is not my vocation" in II. He 
went on his pilgrimage silently and evasively. The fierce attack by Colum, however, 
does lead to his deep scrutiny in a dreamlike situation in IX: 
My softly awash and blanching self-disgust. 
And I cried among night waters, ’I repent 
My unweaned life that kept me competent 
To sleepwalk with connivance and mistrust' (240). 
As I have stated before, the image of the poet here bears much resemblance to 
Antaeus in "Hercules and Antaeus", in which the son of earth is defeated and put into 
a state of an afterlife, waiting to be awakened. The poet here is completely defeated 
and silenced by Colum's accusation and therefore going through a meditation, 
waiting to be enlightened. 
To conclude, the first pattern of conversation is formed in a way that the poet is 
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accused and defended. Many times, the poet tries to justify his vocation and the way 
he does it, but eventually his defensive voice diminishes as he is convinced by the 
accusations. The voice of accusation becomes loud and Heaney's self-defense weak. 
Michael Parker has a very insightful analysis on the ups and downs the poet 
experiences on the journey: 
The five sonnets of IX complete the vigil and the rigorous 
self-inquisition which has accompanied it. The poet plummets to his 
lowest point yet, sucked down in a vortex of self-disgust, until 
restorative images in the last three sonnets bear him upward (201). 
In fact, the beauty lying in these confrontations is that Heaney is the only person who 
creates all the fake dialogues that brings him to the vortex of self-disgust. In order to 
present the inner quarrels and the conflicts in his artistic choice, Heaney sacrifices 
himself as the target of the attacks. 
Yeats says, "We make out of the quarrel with others, rhetoric, but of the quarrel 
with ourselves, poetry" (759). The interesting phenomenon in "Station Island" is that 
throughout the quarrels with others, the poet's rebuttal and argument appear pale and 
clumsy compared to those of his opponents, which Yeats may define as merely 
rhetoric. None the less, as a whole, the poem is woven by arguments and 
confrontations imagined by the poet himself, and therefore fits Yeats' definition of 
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"poetry" perfectly. 
The second pattern is made through conversations of comfort, in which Heaney 
finds solace and confirmation in his mentors and masters. Less obvious than the first 
pattern, such conversations are actually significant in Heaney's search for a peaceful 
resolution. "Good man, good man yourself says the primary school teacher to 
Heaney (232). The archaeologist Tom Delaney'^ asks, "Ah poet, lucky poet, tell me 
why/ what seemed deserved and promised passed me by?" (238) And the monk in XI 
who urges Heaney to read poems as prayers, has made him feel "there was nothing to 
confess" (243). Their trust and respect partly helps to restore Heaney's confidence as 
a poet. 
Among the restorative voices, James Joyce's in XII is no doubt the most 
persuasive and prominent one. It brings the whole pilgrimage to an end as well as a 
summit. When urgently in need of help after all the consuming conversations with 
others, the poet senses "an alien comfort" and "the helping hand" of Joyce. Heaney 
gives a very detailed description of Joyce's "cunning middle voice" before he even 
starts to speak in order to illustrate its significance and power: 
His voice eddying with the vowels of all rivers 
came back to me, though he did not speak yet, 
a voice like a prosecutor's or a singer's, 
cunning, narcotic, mimic, definite (OG, 244). 
13 Tom Delaney, an archaeologist friend who died tragically young at thirty-two. 
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Joyce then defines Heaney's role as a poet, 
'Your obligation 
is not discharged by any common rite. 
What you do you must do on your own. 
The main thing is to write 
for the joy ofit’（245). 
Joyce's voice frees Heaney from the obligation of rites and the doubts he has about 
himself. Basically, Joyce commands that Heaney should no longer be a follower of 
common practice. As a person who strongly opposes religious rituals and social 
conventions, Joyce perceives the pilgrimage as a lie, a false drama, and a naive 
pretension. Hence, following and listening to the pilgrims is a dangerous doing 
because the individual writer would lose himself. 
’You are fasted now, light-headed, dangerous. 
Take off from here. And don't be so earnest, 
so ready for the sackcloth and the ashes. 
Let go, let forget. 
You lose more of yourself than you redeem 
doing the decent thing' (245) (My italics). 
He imposes upon Heaney an important element of being a good writer, a 
self-forgetfulness that allows him to fly away from ashes and cliches. Joyce is well 
aware of the fact that over-consciousness becomes an inner barrier for a writer just as 
obsessive confessions make people constantly feel guilty. Joyce also attacks the 
"decent things" such as the young priest's commitment, making the previously 
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accused poet justified. In the end, he sincerely offers the best solution for the poet's 
present situation: "You've listened long enough. Now strike your note." 
Another important message Heaney gains from Joyce is the notion that "The 
English language belongs to us" (245). On numerous occasions, as an Irishman 
writing in English, Heaney suffers from an identity crisis that derives from conflicts 
of languages. This is by no means a problem exclusively to Heaney, but one that 
bothers many Irish writers. One of the diary entries of Stephen Dedalus in A Portrait 
of the Artist as a Young Man, for example, raises the same problem when the young 
Stephen is questioned about his ownership of English: 
April 13. That tundish has been on my mind for a long time. I looked 
it up and find it English and good old blunt English too. Damn the 
dean of studies and his funnel! What did he come here for to teach us 
his own language or to learn it from us. Damn him one way or the 
other! (245) 
The anecdote, probably also Joyce's own experience, challenges the direct 
association of language and national identity. Basically, Heaney confirms through 
Joyce that the loyalty to the English language does not equal the loyalty to England 
and the language is a part of an Irish writer's being. By alluding to Joyce, Heaney 
confidently claims his license to the English language. 
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When the dreamlike journey finishes with the Joycean epiphany, Heaney's 
self-illumination is finally achieved. Though Heaney seems to be standing in the 
same place where he starts off, he is not a person unchanged. Joyce may have been 
dismissive of it, but to Heaney, it is a journey that has to be taken. It witnesses the 
poet's growth: from a person full of confusion - "as if I am being followed, or 
following" (227); "but whether to guide/or to be guided I could not be certain" 
(244) — to a Joycean writer full of confidence. A much more solid vindication of 
poetry writing is made and Heaney's emotions are clarified. Joyce's firmest voice 
helps rid Heaney of self-abasement and self-denial. Heaney's voice, meanwhile, does 
not appear in XII，because his voice is somehow fully integrated with Joyce's, 
expressing the will to quit the pilgrimage and to start writing for himself. 
Overall, the greatest achievement of "Station Island" is that it explicates many 
troubles and issues Heaney has with both his identity as a poet and his poetic art. 
Both the voices of accusations and the voices of comfort focus on questions like 
"why are you doing what you are doing?" and "how are you doing what you are 
doing?" Unlike other subtler poems, "Station Island" gives a very clear and dramatic 
narration of the problems that keep haunting the poet. As a matter of fact, none of 
these problems is untouched previously, but by exposing the journey, the poet makes 
sure everything is well clarified. Helen Vendler calls it a long autobiographical 
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"poem-of-alter-egos" (78), as the poet's self-defining moments come through 
conversations with his alter-egos. "Consequently," she concludes, "it is persons who 
resemble himself in some way, alter egos who are leading lives he might have led, or 
encountering a fate he might have encountered, who now begin to serve Heaney 
better as figures of self-definition" (85). Moreover, the dramatized journey opens a 
new form of poetry writing for Heaney. The narrative and dramatic structure of the 
sequence is direct and sometimes blatant, but not without Heaney's usual gifts and 
philosophical touch. 
What saves the poem from being entirely unsubtle, however, is a third pattern of 
conversation: the ones with the silent people and even with the silent space. These 
are, perhaps the least audible conversations in "Station Island". They unravel the 
hidden aspects of the poet's conscience that cannot be ignored. 
Sunday 
the silence breathed (OG, 224). 
I turned 
at another sound: 
a crowd of shawled women 
Their motion saddened morning. 
It whispered to the silence, 
丨Pray for us, pray for us,' (225). 
The murmur of the crowd 
and their feet slushing through 
the tender, bladed growth 
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had opened a drugged path 
I was set upon (226). 
The silence Heaney "hears" from the processions, in the opening part of the poem, is 
an allurement that leads the poet onto the self-defining journey. It is fundamentally a 
call from the inside that Heaney disguises in a form of the processions. Being an 
acute listener, Heaney enables himself to probe into the deep unconscious. 
A pilgrim bent and whispering on his rounds 
inside the bed passed between us slowly (238). 
Many times the poet does not verbalize the utterance of the pilgrims and the 
processions, but he has not neglected their existence. From time to time, they urge 
the poet to continue on his pilgrimage by materializing quickly, in a ghostly haunting 
way. To Heaney, silence here is a symbol of uncertainty, unverbalized conflicts or 
questions within that motivate the poet to go on, or as Yeats would say, to sing on: 
"Unlike the rhetoricians, who get a confident voice from remembering the crowd 
they have won or may win, we sing amid our uncertainty" (759). Instead of 
converting silence into false certainty, as the rhetoricians do, Heaney maintains the 
uncertainty symbolized by silence. 
Heaney has been interested in this silence and uncertainty from earlier in his 
poetic career. In fact, Heaney expressed his interest in silence under the ground as 
early as in Stations (1975) when he writes in "Nesting-Ground": 
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As he stood sentry, gazing, waiting, he thought of putting his ear to 
one of the abandoned holes and listening for the silence under the 
ground (OG, 81). 
It is worth noticing that being a cordial listener, the poet does not even let go "the 
voice of silence". The ghostly silent processions in "Station Island", therefore, 
construct a hidden dialogue with the traveling poet. As a final example of his interest 
in silence, I have spotted a silent and impossible interlocution between Heaney and 
the space of his journey, which later appears in "Clearances" of The Haw Lantern 
again. 
I thought of walking round 
And round a space utterly empty, 
Utterly a source, like the idea of sound 
or like the absence sensed in swamp-fed air (OG, 229). 
The quality of the space being both "empty" and "utterly a source" reminds us of the 
feature of the bog in Heaney's "Bogland"，the center of which is "bottomless". 
Heaney is basically saying the journey of poetry is like the journey of life, in that 
they are both worth taking time and again. There is a center to be found and filled 
with our own footage. This idea of going round and round a space proves Heaney's 
self-exploration circular as well. 
I can think about this circularity by introducing the idea of otherness. Paul 
Ricoeur points out that identity is partly bound up in identification with significant 
others, which means self-writing necessarily involves other writing (121). As 
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Dostoevsky's Underground Man also confirms, "I cannot manage without another, I 
cannot become myself without another, I must find myself in another by finding 
another within myself (Bakhtin, 287). The multiple voices in "Station Island", 
outside and inside, alien or intimate, represent otherness in Heaney's poetic self. The 
diverse voices help him have a better understanding of himself and the long poem 
turns out to be a harmonious piece of orchestration, allowing voices multiply in the 
poet. 
In the sequence of "Station Island", though the poet successfully achieves 
absolution and permission as a writer, he still emphasizes the harmonious 
reproduction of voices by using the three modes of conversation. The power of 
imagination, as Heaney sees it, lies in its productivity as well as its harmony. 
"Station Island" self-evidently explains to the readers what kind of poet Heaney is by 
presenting persons he is not. He has also demonstrated the reason why he has to go 
on journeys to childhood, to the past, to the imagined throughout his poetic career. 
His imagination allows the voices within to multiply and quarrel on a spiritual 
journey and each time he comes back with a more clarified identity and refreshed 
self. 
In conclusion, this chapter has explored the doubts Heaney has as an artist and 
the doubts he has about the art of poetry, mainly through discussing self-reflection in 
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"Widgeon" and "Station Island". I have also clarified voices and conversation 
patterns Heaney uses to achieve a full realization of self. His work sets up 
conversations with alter-egos that lead to this full realization through a sense of 
alternative lives Heaney could have led. He comes to an understanding of alternative 
approaches to life and art. Eventually, however, the poet is again confirmed in his 
own way of approaching life and art. 
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Chapter Five: 
Conclusion: Continuity 
Although I have explored different aspects of Heaney's poetry, there is 
continuity in my approach that matches the continuity in his poems. In this thesis I 
have shown this continuity by exploring Heaney's poetry as a form of autobiography. 
In a way, we have witnessed the progress of his journey; yet in another, the center of 
his journey was there at the starting point, "Digging". His openness to the 
underground and uncertainty is consistent and hence continuous into the future. This 
justifies why the poet constantly visits and revisits his pastoral childhood, his own 
land and the culture he understands, and the issue of his artistic being. These poetic 
visits make up his life-writing. I approached those autobiographical moments by 
using Heaney's own metaphor of "opening the ground", not just because of the 
frequent appearance of "ground" in his poems, but also the multiple meanings it 
conveys: it is a ground of homeland Heaney is attached to, of the culture he belongs 
to, and of the poetic field that he keeps cultivating like his forefathers did with the 
literal ground. More importantly, the action of "opening" resembles the 
self-exploration of an autobiographer, who would try his or her best to expose the 
elements of the self to the reader. 
In Chapter Two, I analyzed Heaney's first poem "Digging" as an initiation. He 
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digs into his local ground, the life of his family and his primitive doubts about 
memory. It opens an original and pastoral ground of his childhood life while 
revealing his ambiguous attitude towards his rural heritage and life. The other poems 
such as "Blackberry-Picking" and "Relic of Memory" raise questions about memory 
and its trustworthiness. Through every apparently simple and straightforward 
pastoral poem in his early collections, Heaney points in a direction that is actually 
not that simple and straightforward. Childhood and countryside life, as Heaney 
concludes in "Bogland", have centers that are "bottomless" and therefore worth 
visiting and probing time and again. 
In Chapter Three, I moved onto the "Antaeus" poems to discuss how Heaney 
uses the ancient myth and archaeological findings about the bog people as an allusion 
to his present life 一 an Irish poet caught in political conflicts. His archaeology opens 
history and digs into the deeper levels of myth that help shape the features of his 
people and culture. He digs beneath the daily violence in Northern Ireland to 
discover what is concealed by that violence. By giving the dead an afterlife, he 
restores hope to the tribe as well as to himself. However, in this process he does not 
hide the deep-rooted tribal attachment that exists in both ancient and contemporary 
society. As is revealed in "Punishment" and "Strange Fruit", the poet honestly shows 
his resistance to cruelty and his weak connivance. By giving a faithful picture of the 
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self, Heaney transfers violence outside to violence inside. 
The third focus of my discussion was on Heaney's making of his artistic life. At 
this mature stage, Heaney reflects upon his role as an artist and opens the ground of 
self-quarrel. In "Widgeon", the poet demonstrates his doubts about his vocation as an 
artist, and in "Station Island" he takes pains to go on a poetic pilgrimage which 
allows him to give voice to his opposites, his likenesses, and even the silent. Through 
reflection and imagination, Heaney manages to confirm the multiplicity of the self 
and to reconcile himself to his inner divisions. 
In this process, we have witnessed Heaney's growth from an apparently 
innocent poetic fanner, suffering from doubts about himself, to a mature and 
reassured poet who can cope with conflicts and uncertainties. The poetic journey has 
revealed itself to be a search inward instead of a pursuit outward. "Opening the 
ground", therefore, can be interpreted at the end as an action of leaving the ground 
open: instead of giving a specific self-definition, Heaney lets the ground of self 
dissolve into uncertainty. 
In fact, it is the uncertainty and ambiguity Heaney faithfully unravels that give 
his poetic journey its travel-worthiness. They have also justified the poet's stoic 
on-going journey in search of the self. As Heaney says in "Electric Light": it is the 
"very 'there-you-are-and-where-are-you' of poetry itself {Electric Light, 97) that 
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make the continuity of such a journey possible. 
I l l 
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